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Editor’s Corner……
The intrusion of Covid-19 into our lives did not deter the production of the Spring
2020 edition of the International Communication Research Journal. Indeed, it spurred
us to find out how professional colleagues across the globe adapted their pedagogy
during the crisis, hence a Special Section in this edition devoted to personal and
professional experiences teaching in an era of the Coronavirus pandemic.
As usual, the articles in this edition address important issues across the globe:
How Afghans view the peace agreement between the U.S. government and the
Taliban, a deal that excluded them and their government in Kabul; an analysis of
attitudes towards censorship and Internet surveillance in the Gulf Region by Indian
and Pakistani migrant workers in Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, as well as
their Qatari and Emirati hosts; the use of Instagram as a social media tool for transborder shopping by people in Hong Kong, Zhu Hai and Macau; and an analysis
of Twitter discussions on The Devil’s Freedom, a documentary by a Mexican filmmaker that addressed the violence that ravaged his country.
Have you visited our new website at https://icrj.pub/? Please do so and share the
forum with friends and colleagues. We have introduced a section on the website
called Analytical Commentary, where you can express your thoughts in an essay
format on topics related to the aims and scope of the ICRJ. Details about submitting
your essay are available at https://icrj.pub/analytical-perspectives/
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U.S. peace agreement with the Taliban: An analysis of Afghans’
public opinion
Shugofa Dastgeer1
This study investigated the Afghan people’s opinion on the U.S. peace deal with the
Taliban. A total of 1,257 Afghans were surveyed for this study, with the main result
being that the people do not think a peace deal with the Taliban will end the decades
of war in Afghanistan. Furthermore, most of the survey respondents believe that
the Taliban are a “terrorist group” whose members should be prosecuted for war
crimes because they pose a threat to democracy and freedom in Afghanistan,
especially women’s freedom.
Keywords: Public opinion, Afghanistan, the Taliban, peace talks, War in Afghanistan,
U.S. and the Taliban.
Afghanistan has been involved in continuous internecine warfare for four decades,
a period in which the Taliban has played a key role in the last twenty-five years.
On average, about 50 Afghans are killed in Taliban’s attacks and bombings every
day (Kazemi, 2018). The Taliban first came under international attention after 9/11
terrorist attacks in the United States for providing shelter to Osama Bin Laden in
Afghanistan and refusing to hand him over to the U.S. authorities. After the fall of
the Taliban regime in Afghanistan in a coalition of forces by U.S. and their allies in
2001, the Taliban did not disappear completely. Instead, the group melted away
into Pakistan and resurfaced a few years later to continue the war in Afghanistan.
Between 2014 and January 2019, more than 45,000 thousand members of
Afghan security forces were reportedly killed by Taliban forces (Why is there a war
in Afghanistan, 2019). Since 2001, about 3,500 members of international coalition
forces have also been killed in Afghanistan by the terrorist group, including 2,400
Americans (Timeline: US military presence in Afghanistan, 2019). The war has
also claimed the lives of more than 50,000 Afghan civilians and 42,000 Taliban
members (Why is there a war in Afghanistan, 2019).
After a series of talks between the U.S. and the Taliban hierarchy, both parties
signed a peace agreement in Qatar on February 29, 2020. The peace deal included
the withdrawal of 13,000 U.S. soldiers from Afghanistan within 14 months (Brook
& Shesgreen, 2020). In exchange, the Taliban agreed to sever ties with Al-Qaeda
and the Islamic State, and committed to an intra-Afghan ceasefire. Also according
to the agreement, all Taliban members in Afghanistan’s jails (nearly 5,000) were
to be released, while the Taliban would free 1,000 prisoners in their custody. Upon
completion of various aspects of the agreement, the U.S. and the UN would take
the Taliban off their blacklists.
It was against this backdrop that this study explored what Afghans thought about
the talks and peace deal for their country. This inquiry is important and timely
because Afghans have been living in difficult and deadly circumstances in wars
1 Shugofa Dastgeer is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Journalism, Texas Christian
University, Texas, U.S.A.
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that have affected several generations (Mogelson, 2019). News and information
on Afghanistan are mainly about wars, bombings and other military activities. We
rarely hear from Afghans themselves living through these battles. Consequently,
this study brings an important dimension to the larger discussion about Afghanistan.
Moreover, the peace talks were organized and hosted by other nations without the
involvement of the Afghan government and people. Previous data on Afghans’
voices have been based on polls conducted by Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) (Afghanistan in 2018: A Survey of the Afghan People, 2019) and private
media (Ashrafi, 2019) and mostly focused on the war itself. This study attempts to
fill the gap by surveying and analyzing Afghans’ voices both inside and outside the
country.

The Taliban
The history of the Taliban goes back to the beginning of the so-called Jihad in
Afghanistan when a Soviet Union-backed communist regime took over Kabul
in 1978 (Dietl, 2004; Roy, 1988). When the Afghan president, Hafizullah Amin,
in 1979 showed interest in re-establishing relationships with the United States,
the Soviets invaded Afghanistan in fear of losing it to the United States (Baker,
2019). The country was then turned into a battleground for power between the
two superpowers from 1978 to 1991 (Jalali, Grau, & Rhodes, 1999; Rubin, 1995).
The United States (through CIA) and Saudi Arabia mobilized Afghans (mostly
from rural areas) with the help of Pakistan (inside Pakistani soil) to fight against
the communist regime in Afghanistan (Rubin, 1995). In 1989, the Soviets left
Afghanistan, and in 1991, the last communist Afghan president stepped down
from power and left the Afghan government to the Jihadist groups that had fought
against communism (Jalali et al., 1999). Soon, the Jihadist groups dissolved the
Afghan army and started fighting against one another other over the presidency
(Dietl, 2004). The fights turned into a 5-year civil war that ravaged Kabul City,
and consumed more than 35,000 lives (Why is there a war in Afghanistan, 2019).
Some scholars have thus criticized the U.S. for leaving Afghanistan at the end of
Cold War because the void it created resulted in chaotic power-grab among the
Jihadist groups, a civil war, and birth of the Taliban (Dietl, 2004; Rubin, 1995).
With no central government in control in Afghanistan in 1994, and the country’s
economic and military infrastructure severely destroyed, a new group of fighters
arrived in the country from Pakistan. They were trained in Pakistan’s Islamic
schools and funded by Saudi Arabia that preached a radical form of Islam and
Jihadism. They called themselves the “Taliban” or “Students” — claiming they
were the students of Islam who could bring peace and prosperity to Afghanistan.
As Misra (2002) noted, the Taliban group was initially welcomed by most Afghans
who were evidently tired of the perennial civil wars in their country.
In the next five years, the Taliban ruled over 90 percent of the country. In this
period, they enforced their own version of radical Islam and Sharia Law with extreme
punishments, something that was different from Wahabism in Saudi Arabia and
Salafism of Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt (Misra, 2002) . Since the Taliban were
predominantly Sunni Muslims, Shia Muslims faced more restrictions during the
Taliban regime, especially members of the Hazara ethnic group (Alizada, 2019).
The Taliban shut down all windows for freedom and information in Afghanistan
including the media, visual arts, and music. Owning TV sets, VCRs, music
International Communication Research Journal 55(1), 2020
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cassettes and cassette players, and watching movies or listening to music became
crimes with severe punishments (Solomon, 2002).
The Taliban’s Manner’s department (Amr bel Maarof wa Nahe anel Munkar)
monitored every public behavior and punished people publicly for violating the
Taliban’s rules (Solomon, 2002). They beat and forced men to go Mosques at the
prayer times. Similar punishment were also meted out to men who did not grow their
beards long enough, according to the Taliban’s required length (Haymon, 2018).
The Taliban government ranked among the most oppressive regimes worldwide,
especially in depriving women of their basic human rights such as freedom of
education and working outside their homes (Haymon, 2018; Misra, 2002). Women
were forced to wear Burqas, especially in cities. The Taliban enforcers beat women
with lashes and cables in public if they showed even an inch of uncovered skin
(Misra, 2002).

The Fall of the Taliban Regime
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and United Arab Emirates (UAE) were the only countries
that recognized the Taliban government (Rubin, 1997). All other Jihadist groups
involved in the 5-year civil war, united against the Taliban in the Northern parts
of the country under the name of the Northern Alliance and kept the Taliban from
occupying the entire Afghanistan (Jalali et al., 1999).
It was not until the September 11, 2001 attacks on World Trade Center in New
York by Al-Qaeda that the Taliban were brought into international spotlight as a
terrorist and fundamentalist group (Maley, 2009). A few months before the 9/11
attacks, the Taliban destroyed the Buddha statues in Bamiyan City, Afghanistan.
They were the tallest statues of Buddha in the world (the larger one was 175, and
the smaller one was 120 feet tall) (McInnes, 2003). The Buddhas showed the
importance of Buddhism as the dominant faith in the region (before Islam) and the
significance of this geographical location as the crossing point of the ancient Silk
Road. Two days before the 9/11 attacks, the Taliban and Osama Bin Laden were
alleged to be behind the assassination of Ahmad Shah Masoud, the leader of the
Northern Alliance, in a suicide attack (Dietl, 2004). Still, it was not until the Taliban
refused to hand over Osama Bin Laden to the U.S. (after the 9/11 attack) that the
U.S. government and its allies decided to overthrow the Taliban regime (Maley,
2009).
After the fall of the Taliban in 2001, an interim government led by Hamid Karzai
was established with the help of the U.S. and its allies. In 2004, the first presidential
election took place in Afghanistan, and the country’s constitution was amended to
grant all Afghan nationals democratic freedoms. After the fall of the Taliban, millions
of girls began attending school in Afghanistan once again, and women occupied
more than 20 percent of workforce in the country, including high positions such
as ministers, governors, members of parliament, ambassadors, judges, as well as
military and police personnel (Katzman & Thomas, 2017). Furthermore, since 2001,
there have been an increase in media outlets, with about 80 TV stations, more
than 150 radio stations, hundreds of print media, and music and film productions
(Khalvatgar, 2014; Qardash, 2012; Qazi, 2018).
1 Shugofa Dastgeer is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Journalism, Texas Christian
University, Texas, U.S.A.
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The Peace Talks
After the fall of the Taliban regime, their fighters did not disappear completely;
instead, they melted away into Pakistan, regrouped and resurfaced in Afghanistan
a few years later, and became involved in another war against the coalition forces
and the Afghan government that has cost thousands of lives (Qazi, 2019). Former
Afghan president, Hamid Karzai, called the Taliban “our unhappy brothers” who
need to make peace with the Afghan government (Rubin, 2011). However, the
Taliban rejected all peace entreaties by the Afghan government, calling it a “puppet
regime” (Qazi, 2019, para. 20). In May 2019, when the Loya Jirga (Grand Council)
agreed on an immediate ceasefire in Afghanistan during the month of Ramadan,
not only did the Taliban reject the decision, they argued that fighting during
Ramadan has more rewards (Qazi, 2019).
The year 2018 was a watershed in Afghanistan. In June of that year, the Afghan
government and the Taliban announced a three-day ceasefire for Eid-al-Fitr, which
encouraged hundreds of the Taliban fighters to return to the cities. Thereafter,
several Taliban fighters defected from the group after the ceasefire (Mogelson,
2019). Later, Russia and Qatar arranged a historic meeting with the Taliban in
Moscow (Doucet, 2019). The same year, the U.S. started its peace talks with
the Taliban in Qatar. It was led by the Afghan American U.S. diplomat, Zalmay
Khalilzad. From September 2018 to September 2019, Mr. Khalilzad held nine
rounds of marathon conversations and negotiations and discussed a potential
peace deal (Qazi, 2019). The final peace talks were scheduled for Camp David,
a traditional retreat for many U.S. presidents, a few days before September 11,
anniversary (Kim & Gearan, 2019).
It is noteworthy that while the peace talks were in progress (October 2018 to
September 2019), the Taliban continued their attacks on both military and civilian
targets to show their strength, and continuously proclaimed that there would be
no ceasefire until foreign forces withdrew from Afghanistan (Hamid, 2019; Qazi,
2019). On September 7, 2019, President Trump called off the peace talks with the
Taliban and canceled the secret meeting at Camp David with the Taliban leaders
and the Afghan President, Ashraf Ghani, after the Taliban took responsibility for a
suicide attack in Kabul that killed 13 people including an American soldier (Hamid,
2019).
After the cancelation of the peace talks, the U.S. secretary of state, Mike Pompeo,
announced that the U.S. would not resume the peace talks until the Taliban proved
they could stay committed to their promises and stopped their attacks (Westwood,
Liptak, & Cole, 2019). In response, the Taliban released a statement saying they
were ready for the peace talks with the U.S. and that the cancelation will “harm
America” and “increase its financial and human losses” (Kim & Gearan, 2019,
para. 17). The Taliban’s spokesperson said if the negotiations did not resume, “we
will continue to [wage] jihad” and “put an end to the total occupation of Afghanistan”
(para. 17). Meanwhile, according to TOLONews poll (an Afghan poll), 45 percent
of Afghans were happy about the cancelation of the peace talks, 39 percent were
worried about the future of peace in Afghanistan, and 17 percent were indifferent
on the cancelation of the peace talks (Ashrafi, 2019).
On February 29, 2020, five months after the cancelation of the peace talks, the
U.S. signed a peace agreement with the Taliban in Qatar and agreed to withdraw
International Communication Research Journal 55(1), 2020
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13,000 U.S. soldiers from Afghanistan within 14 months (Brook & Shesgreen,
2020). In exchange, the Taliban agreed to sever their ties with Al-Qaeda and
Islamic State, and participate in an intra-Afghan peace talk. The peace deal was
agreed upon and signed without the participation of the Afghan government. Not
surprisingly, Afghan’s President Ashraf Ghani opposed some of the main parts of
the agreement, including the release of Taliban prisoners (Shalizi, 2020).

The future of democracy after peace talks with the Taliban
There is a fear that the withdrawal of the U.S. and coalition forces from Afghanistan
will lead to another civil war (Qazi, 2019). Some Afghans argue that “Peace with
the Taliban is impossible. They don’t understand peace. Over there they are talking
about peace, and there they are fighting” (Doucet, 2019, 2:22). Many fear that
years of hard work on freedom and democracy will be ruined with a peace deal
decided behind closed doors between United States and the Taliban (Constable,
2019). “We have gained so much in the last 18 years, whatever the problems,
that we do not want to go back to the Taliban period,” said Fawzia Koofi, a female
member of parliament in Afghanistan and one of the two women who attended
the Moscow peace talks (Bezhan, 2019, para. 14). Many Afghans say that the
Taliban should never be forgiven for the killings of so many people in the country
(Constable, 2019).
The Taliban claim they have become moderate and will not be as oppressive as
they used to be (Bezhan, 2019). The Taliban spokesman, Zabihullah Mujahid, said
in this regard that “if peace comes and the Taliban return, our return will not be in the
same harsh way as it was in 1996” (para. 23). In a statement in February 2019, the
Taliban called women “the builders of Muslim society” and expressed commitment
to women’s rights under Islamic law (para. 7). However, in an interview with Zan
TV, a former Taliban figure argued that women were “less than men,” “brainless,”
and “religiously incomplete” (Taliban’s former commander: Women are brainless
and religiously incomplete, 2019, para. 1).

Public Opinion Research and International Peacemaking
Public opinion research examines “an aggregate of the individual views, attitudes,
and beliefs about a particular” issue in a group or society (Davidson, 2017, para.
1). Not only is public opinion important for politics and elections, it is also important
for historical, socio-cultural, economic, marketing, and fashion issues (Davidson,
2017; Donsbach & Traugott, 2007; Heath, Fisher, & Smith, 2005). Public opinion
studies on war often focus on Western public opinion about wars in other countries
(Berinsky & Druckman, 2007). Governments and political leaders often use public
opinion as a tool to justify their decisions and actions regarding war and peace in
the world. In recent years, the U.S. presidents have been influenced by Americans’
public opinion regarding their foreign policy on the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq
(Davidson, 2017; Vorobej, 2009). For instance, President Trump has urged the
end of war in Afghanistan, arguing that the American people want their troops to
return home (Feroz, 2016; Rogin, 2020). According to a survey by Pew Research
Center, the American public interest in international engagement has decreased
as a result of the U.S. wars in Afghanistan and Iraq while support for international
isolation of the U.S. is on the rise (Kohut, 2013).
Over the decades, Afghanistan has been a geopolitical hotspot for both global
6
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and regional powers, as they pursue their national interests regarding war and
peace in Afghanistan (Dubnov, 2018). To candidates contesting elections in these
countries, war and peace in Afghanistan are among the key topics of foreign
policy (Rogin, 2020; Dubnov, 2018). Since ousting the Taliban regime in 2001,
the U.S. and its Western allies have been involved in the “War against Terrorism”
in Afghanistan (Maley, 2009). Now, after about 20 years, these countries are
interested in ending the war and returning their military forces home (Feroz, 2016).
Some countries, especially Pakistan and Russia, are interested in increasing
and maintaining their power in the region (Mogelson, 2019). Pakistan has been
a safe haven for the Taliban, offering them training centers in order to impede
the growth of a strong Afghanistan which has close ties with neighboring India
(Dubnov, 2018; Misra, 2002; Qazi, 2019). Also, since the 1970s, Pakistan has
used the war in Afghanistan and the battle against communism and terrorism to
receive billions of dollars in aid from the U.S. (Zaidi, 2011).
On the other hand, Russia has been trying to regain its position as a major
global player and in Afghanistan in particular, by establishing relations with the
Taliban (Dubnov, 2018). Even before gaining power in 1995, the Taliban had been
keen to have good relationships with Russia, in an attempt to receive support and
international recognition from a permanent member of the UN Security Council
(Dubnov, 2018). However, despite having some contacts and a closed meeting
with the Taliban representatives in Turkmenistan, the Russian government did
not accept the Taliban’s demands and remained supportive of their opponents,
the Northern Alliance (Dubnov, 2018). It was not until the mid-2010s that Russia
started strengthening its relations with the Taliban by trying to play the role of a
peacemaker in Afghanistan. This diplomatic move may not only be about Russian
trying to re-emerge as a global power, but also a security strategy for former Soviet
countries bordering Afghanistan (Dubnov, 2018).

Research Questions. The Afghan people have been embroiled in decades of
war that have affected all aspects of their lives. Besides, almost all Afghans have
some memories of war and oppression from the Taliban. (Dietl, 2004; Maley, 2009).
Recognizing the dark past about human rights violations by the Taliban and their
lack of commitment to peace, there are concerns about the return of the Taliban
to power in Afghanistan (Constable, 2019; Zucchino & Mangal, 2019). At almost
every stage of the peace talks and agreement, the opinions and the priorities of the
Afghan people were ignored (Hamid, 2019). Considering the controversies in the
Taliban’s history as well as the need for peace and end to war in Afghanistan, the
following research questions are posed:
RQ1: What factors are more important for Afghan people in the peace talks with
the Taliban?
RQ2a: Which demographic factors have a significant impact on people’s opinion
about the end of the war in a peace deal with the Taliban in Afghanistan?
RQ2b: Are there significant differences in Afghan people’s opinions, in calling
the Taliban “upset brothers”?
RQ2c: Are there significant differences in Afghan people’s opinions, on
International Communication Research Journal 55(1), 2020
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punishment of the Taliban for war crimes?
RQ2d: Are there significant differences in Afghan people’s opinions, on whether
the return of the Taliban will damage democracy in Afghanistan?
RQ2f: Are there significant differences in Afghan people’s opinions, on whether
the return of the Taliban will damage freedom for women in Afghanistan?

Method
The survey for this study targeted all Afghan nationals (18 years or older) inside
and outside Afghanistan. The 39-question survey was translated into Persian and
distributed on the Qualtrics Survey platform. The survey required participants to
spend about 15 minutes responding to questions. Since the research was based
in the U.S., it was hard to draw a random sample of Afghans or recruit someone
to distribute the survey questionnaire in Afghanistan. Facebook boosting was
used to reach the population of Facebook users of Afghanistan for 10 days from
August 31, 2019, to September 10, 2019. This exercise reached 71,475 people
in Afghanistan plus 8,224 engagements (more than 6,100 likes, 363 comments,
and 23 shares). To make sure that only people 18 years or older participated, the
first survey question was about the respondents’ age. If the answer was YES,
the participant was directed to the survey. If NO, the participant was directed to
the end of the survey. Before taking the survey, participants were provided the
Consent to Participate form to read online. The survey service did not record IP
addresses, which means the responses were anonymous. At the end of the 10th
day, 1,509 people had participated in the survey, but 1,257 finished it.

Measures
The variables sought to measure key issues and priorities of the Afghan public.
First, participants were asked to respond to questions on what they thought about
the Taliban, the peace talks, and the end of war in Afghanistan. These were
followed by demographic questions.
Independent variables. The independent variables included: Experienced life
under the Taliban (Yes, No, Other), gender (male, female), age, education (less
than 12 years, 12 years of high school, 14 years, BA, Master’s, Ph.D., Other),
ethnicity (Pashtun, Tajik, Uzbek, Hazara, Other), religious sect (Sunni, Shia,
Other), residence (inside or outside Afghanistan), and member of a political party
(Yes, No, not sure).
Dependent variables. The dependent variables included 19 opinion questions
that were measured in 7-point Likert scale (from strongly disagree to strongly
agree). They are Being optimistic about the future of peace talks with the Taliban,
the end of 40-year old war with the success of peace talks, the Taliban as “upset
brothers of Afghans,” comparing the Taliban participants in the peace talks with
those fighting in the field, freedom for Afghan women (education, work, male
companion, and clothes), freedom for Afghan men (prayer and beard), future
of music, future of freedom of speech, freedom of press, not fighting in favor of
foreign countries in Afghanistan after success of peace talks, persecution of the
Taliban, the Taliban’s return is a threat against democracy, the Taliban as freedom
8
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fighters, the Taliban as a political group, the Taliban as a political party, the Taliban
as a terrorist group, forgiving the Taliban, knowing about the Buddhas destruction,
who destroyed the Buddhas, and punishment of the Buddhas’ destroyers.
The data were analyzed by a factor analysis, a multiple regression, and series of
ANOVA tests to answer the research questions.

Results
Demographic information shows that most respondents were male (90.9%).
Females only comprised 9.1% of the data. The average age was 32, and the
average educational level of participants was an undergraduate college degree or
16 years of education (52.9%), with 29.8% having a master’s degree. Also, 88.5%
of the participants live in Afghanistan, with 11.5% living outside the country. The
results also show that 94.5% of the respondents said they did not belong to any
political party, while 4.7% had political party affiliation and .8% did not disclose
their political party. On religion, 68.5 % identified as Sunni, 25.5% as Shia, and
5.9% associated themselves with other religious sects or identified as atheists.
The first research question was about the factors that are more important to
Afghans in U.S peace talks with the Taliban. An exploratory factor analysis
produced three factors that explained 59.04% of the variance. The factors indicate
that Afghans’ opinions regarding the peace talks with the Taliban are the following:
freedom for women, men, and the media (FI), the future of peace talks and end
of war in the Afghanistan (FII), and the future of democracy in the country (FIII).
These indicate that Afghans are worried that the Taliban will violate the basic
human rights and democracy in Afghanistan in a peace deal.
As Table 1 shows, the Freedom factor (FI) explains 30.5% of the variance and
indicates the extent to which people are concerned about losing their basic human
rights. Statements loading strongest on this factor show that respondents think that
with a Taliban peace deal, men will not be forced to grow a beard, access to music
will not be a crime, people will have freedom of speech and press, and men will not
be forced to pray five times a day. The statements with weaker loads indicate that
people are concerned that the return of the Taliban will mean that Afghan women will
lose their freedom of education and work, be forced to wear Burqas and have male
companions outside their homes. The Post Peace Talk Factor (FII) explains 16.23%
of the variance. Statements on this factor show that Afghans disagree with the idea
of calling the Taliban “brothers,” and instead, perceive them as terrorists. In addition,
Afghans do not think peace with the Taliban will end the 40-year war, neither should
the Taliban be forgiven for destroying the Buddha Statues. Participants were neither
optimistic nor so negative about the overall outcome of peace talks with the Taliban.
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Table 1: Main factors in Afghans’ public opinion concerning the peace talks with
the Taliban
Statements
If the peace talks with the Taliban succeed, Afghan men
will not be jailed for not growing their beard long enough.

I

II

III

.836

.120

.007

If the peace talks with the Taliban succeed, access to music .828
will not be a crime like it was during the Taliban regime.

-.002 -.102

If the peace talks with the Taliban succeed, Afghan
citizens will have the freedom of expression guaranteed
in their constitution.

.811

.195 -.104

If the peace talks with the Taliban succeed, Afghan media
will be able to exercise the guaranteed in Afghanistan’s
constitution.

.804

.153 -.132

If the peace talks with the Taliban succeed, Afghan men will .796
not be forced to go to Masjids during prayer times.

.144 -.008

If the peace talks with the Taliban succeed, Afghan women .785
will not be forced to wear Burqas.

.091 -.181

If the peace talks with the Taliban succeed, Afghan women .752
will not need male companions when they go out of their
homes.

.101 -.123

If the peace talks with the Taliban succeed, Afghan women .577
will still be able to the freedom to work.

.337 -.360

If the peace talks with the Taliban succeed, Afghan women .570
will still be able to access the freedom of education.

.166

.069

Some people call the Taliban the “upset brothers of Afghan .068
people.” Please state your agreement or disagreement with
this statement: It is fair to call Taliban “our upset brothers.”

.723

.053

Some people consider the Taliban a terrorist group. Please -.063
state your agreement or disagreement with this statement:
The Taliban are a terrorist group.

-.696

.203

The Peace talks with the Taliban will end the 40 years of
war in Afghanistan.

.238

.693 -.228

I am optimistic about the peace talks with the Taliban.

.331

.692 -.209

Afghan people should forgive those who destroyed the
Buddha statues.

.123

.641 -.305

The peace with the Taliban will negatively impact freedom of -.087 -.111
women in Afghanistan.

.855

The Taliban will restrict democracy in Afghanistan if they
return to power.

-.265

-.213

.777

The members of the Taliban group that committed war
crimes should be prosecuted even if the peace talks
with the Taliban succeed.

.065

-.294

.540

Percentage of variance explained

30.5 16.23 12.31
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The Future of Democracy Factor (FIII) explains 12.31% of the variance and
indicates that Afghans are concerned that the return of the Taliban will negatively
impact freedom of women and democracy in Afghanistan. Afghans also agree that
members of the Taliban who have committed war crimes should be prosecuted.
In sum, the exploratory factor analysis revealed these major dimensions of public
opinion by Afghans: The violation of basic human rights, pessimism that the peace
deal will end the 40-year war and the preference to label the Taliban as “terrorists.”
Further, Afghans are worried that return of the Taliban will shackle women’s freedom
and derail democracy in the country. They also agree that members of the Taliban
should be prosecuted for war crimes instead of making peace with them.
In other words, 64.8% of participants disagreed with the statement that the peace
talks with the Taliban will end the 40-year war with the Taliban (See Figure 1). At the
same time, 67.9% of participants disagreed with the statement to call the Taliban “the
upset brothers” of Afghan people (See Figure 2). Meanwhile, 86.6% of respondents
agreed with the statement that Taliban are terrorists and 83.7% agreed that they
should be punished for war crimes (See Figures 3 and 4).

Figure
1: Will
thethe
peace
deal
inAfghanistan?
Afghanistan?
Figure
1: Will
peace
dealend
endthe
the war
war in
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Figure 3: Are the Taliban terrorists?

Figure 3: Are the Taliban terrorists?
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Figure 4: Should the Taliban be prosecuted?
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Figure
4: Should
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be prosecuted?
prosecuted?
Figure
4: Should
the

As figures 5 and 6 show, 76.1% of participants think that peace with the Taliban
will damage democracy in Afghanistan, and 73.1% agree that peace with the
Taliban will damage women’s freedom in the country.

Figure
5: Are
thethe
Taliban
Figure
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Talibanaathreat
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to democracy?
democracy?
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Figure
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Research Question 2(a) was about the demographic factors that have a
significant impact on people’s opinions about the end of war in Afghanistan
through the U.S. peace deal with the Taliban. A multiple regression model explored
significant differences in people’s opinions based on experiencing life under the
Taliban, political party membership, gender, age, residence, ethnicity, education,
and religion. Of these variables, the only significant predictors of opinion on the end
of 40-year war were gender, religion, and residence. Overall, the model explained
4.3% of the variance, which is very low.
A series of two-way ANOVA analyses explored the differences in participants’
opinions on whether to call the Taliban “brothers” or terrorists, future of democracy,
women’s freedom, and punishment of the Taliban for war crimes based on gender,
residence, and religion. The Details of these analyses are discussed in Research
Questions 2b-2e.
Research Question 2(b) was about whether there were significant differences
by gender, residence, and religion in people’s opinions on calling the Taliban the
“upset brothers of Afghans.” Significant differences were found based on residence,
F (1, 877) = 4.072, p = .04, and the interaction of gender and residence, F (1,
877) = 7.918, p = .005. Women who live in Afghanistan (M = 2.022, SD = .129)
have a higher level of disagreement with calling the Taliban “brothers” compared
to women who live outside the country, (M = 4.4, SD = .785). Men who live outside
Afghanistan (M= 2.309, SD = .251) have significantly lower levels of agreement in
calling the Taliban “brothers” than women living outside the country (M = 4.4, SD =
.785). In other words, women living inside Afghanistan and men who reside outside
14
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the country are less willing to call the Taliban “brothers” compared to women living
outside Afghanistan and men living in the country.
There were no significant differences between participants’ opinions on whether
the Taliban are terrorists based on gender F (1, 886) = 2.365, p = .12, residence,
F (1, 886) = .009, p = .92, and religion, F (1, 886) = 1.000, p = .36, as most of the
participants had a high level of agreement that the Taliban are terrorists.
Research Question 2(c) was about whether there were significant differences in
people’s opinions on punishing the Taliban for war crimes. No significant differences
were found based on gender, F (1, 886) = 2.281, p = .13, residence, F (1, 886) =
1.514, p = .21, and religion, F (2, 886) = .775, p = .46, as most participants strongly
agreed with the statement.
Research Question 2(d) was about if there were differences between people’s
opinions on whether the return of the Taliban will damage democracy in Afghanistan.
Significant differences were found, based on religion, F (2, 870) = 2.856, p = .05
(See Table 2). Shia participants (especially Shia women) had significantly higher
level of agreement (M = 6.067, SD = .242) than Sunni participants (M = 5.371, SD
= .173) on peace with the Taliban having a negative impact on democracy in the
country (p = .01).
Table 2: Opinion on the end of 40-year war in Afghanistan with a peace deal with
the Taliban regressed on demographics
Variable

Standardized Beta Coefficients

Life under Taliban
Political party
Gender
Age
Place of Living
Ethnicity
Education
Religion

.053
-.032
-.091**
-.037
-.074*
-.029
.027
-.120**

** p < .01
* p < .05
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Figure 7: Differences in opinion on the future of democracy
by Gender and Religion
As Figure 7 illustrates, women (especially Shia women) are more concerned
that the return of the Taliban is a threat to democracy in Afghanistan compared to
men
(especially Sunni
men) on the future of democracy by Gender and Religion
Figure
7: Differences
in opinion

There were no significant differences between Shias and the Other category,
and Sunnis and the Other category in their opinions on the end of 40-year war
in Afghanistan after a peace deal with the Taliban. The differences in people’s
opinion on this matter were not significant based on gender, F (1, 870) = 1.373, p
= .24, and place of living, F (2, 870) = .623, p = .43.
Research Question 2(e) explored if there were differences in people’s opinions
on whether the return of the Taliban will damage freedom for women in Afghanistan.
There were no significant differences based on gender, F (1, 871) = 2.365, p =
.12, residence, F (1, 871) = 1.525, p = .21, and religion, F (1, 871) = 2.799, p =
.06. However, the mean differences between Shias and Sunnis were significant in
their levels of agreements that the Taliban’s return will negatively impact freedom
for women (p =.02). Shia participants were significantly more concerned than their
Sunni counterparts that women’s freedoms will be affected by the return of the
Taliban

Discussion and Conclusion
This study examined how Afghans viewed the peace deal between the United
States and the Taliban. Findings from the survey show that Afghans are concerned
about three main points regarding the peace talks with the Taliban. First, they do
not think that peace with the Taliban will end the 40-year war in their country, and
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agree that the Taliban are terrorists who should be punished for their war crimes.
The same respondents did not find it worthwhile or appropriate to call the Taliban
members their “upset brothers.” These conclusions are clearly shown in Figures
1-4 in the results section.
Second, survey respondents agreed that a peace deal with the Taliban can
negatively affect democracy and women’s rights and freedom. These findings
confirm the concerns reflected in news media that peace with the Taliban will put
democratic values, especially women’s rights, in jeopardy (Bezhan, 2019). These
concerns are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7.
Third, despite the fear of losing their democratic rights and gender equality, most
participants were of the view that the return of the Taliban will not bring back the
restrictions imposed on men and women during the previous Taliban regime (e.g.
growing long beards and forced prayers for men, and wearing Burqas for women).
Some of the Taliban officials have admitted that their strict rules on men’s outfits,
beards, and prayers were among their biggest mistakes (Bezhan, 2019). However,
women seem to be more concerned than men that the Taliban’s return will (a)
restrict women’s freedom of education and work; (b) force women to wear the
Burqa; and (c) require male companions for women when they leave their homes.
The reason for this concern from Afghan women is the dark history of the Taliban’s
oppression against women, their education, and human rights (Haymon, 2018).
It is noteworthy that the Taliban members predominantly identify as Sunni
Muslims and have targeted women and the Shia people since 1994 (Alizada,
2019). In addition, the Taliban have also targeted the Hazara ethnic group, a
predominantly Shia group, and several of their mosques have directly come under
attack by the Taliban’s suicide bombers (Hassan & Constable, 2018; Zucchino &
Faizi, 2019). The Shai people are known as more liberal and anti-fundamentalism
compared to other religious groups in Afghanistan (Hassan & Constable, 2018).
All three major factors identified above are crucial for Afghanistan’s march
towards political stability, democracy, and respect for human rights. When they
were in power in Afghanistan, the Taliban’s regime was so ruthless and oppressive
that Afghans are generally not nostalgic about them returning to power. Besides, the
fact that the peace deal was discussed between the United States and the Taliban,
to the exclusion of the legitimate Afghan government in Kabul or in consultation
with the public at large, quickly sent perhaps an unintended message to Afghans
that there was something inherently ominous about the deal. The outcome of this
study appears to sustain these apprehensions and conclusions.
This study was conducted in the middle of the peace talks between the U.S.
and the Taliban without the involvement of the Afghan people. It fundamentally
shows how this exclusion negatively impacted the Afghan people’s perception and
reaction to the peace deal.
One limitation in this study has to do with its sampling method. Its data collection
method that relied on Facebook inherently limited survey respondents to people
who had access to Internet and Facebook. This means that several Afghan
citizens did not get the chance to participate in the survey, something that limits
the generalizability of the findings of this study. Future research should endeavor
to use the random sampling method for data collection.
Nonetheless, the importance of this study is that it shows and explains what
Afghans think about the future of war, peace, and democracy in their country. The
International Communication Research Journal 55(1), 2020
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data provide a window into the opinions of Afghans who will be affected the most
by any peace deal with the Taliban. Their voices have been silent until now. Their
views need to be integrated into the peace talks. Overall, the Afghan people see
the Taliban as terrorists, not as “brothers” and fear that a U.S. peace deal with the
Taliban will put the future of peace, democracy, and human rights in jeopardy in the
Afghanistan.
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Attitudes about Censorship and Internet Surveillance among
South Asians and nationals in the Arab Gulf: Predictors of
digital self-expression values
Justin D. Martin1
S. Shageaa Naqvi2
Ifath Arwah3
Studies on South Asians in Arab Gulf countries typically report their numbers and
migration patterns, but not how they view important issues. This study examines
self-expression values related to digital communication—opposition to censorship
and fears of internet surveillance—among Indians and Pakistanis in Qatar and
the UAE, as well as among nationals in each country. It also examined media
use and socio-political predictors of self-expression values. South Asians were
more worried about internet surveillance than Emiratis or Qataris and were also
more opposed to censorship than Arab Gulf nationals. Countering expectations
of individual modernity, income, education, age, and progressivism were not
consistent predictors of self-expression values among South Asians or nationals,
while online media use and attitudes relating to culture were.
Keywords: Internet privacy, censorship, self-expression values, Arab Gulf, South
Asians, survey, Middle East
Self-expression values are attitudes that prioritize tolerance of others, gender
equality, and “rising demands for participation in decision-making in economic and
political life,” (Schmidt, 2018, p. 3). These values are exemplified by support for
rights of free speech and digital privacy (Inglehart, 2008), among others. Studies
on these rights in Arab countries include Telhami (2013), Dennis, Martin and Wood
(2016), and Martin, Martins and Wood (2016). More specifically, Martin, Martins
and Naqvi (2018) examined self-expression values among Arab nationals and/
or Arab expatriates in the Gulf, while Kapiszewski (2017), Birks, Seccombe and
Sinclair (1988) focused on the economic impact of South Asian populations in the
region. Zachariah, Prakash and Rajan (2004) and Gardner et al. (2013) focused
on the expatriate communities’ working conditions, while Joshi, Simkhada and
Prescott (2011) investigated matters related to their health.
These research topics are important. However, given that many South
Asians have lived in the Arab Gulf for decades or longer, the lack of research
on their sociopolitical attitudes represents a gap in social science literature. We
acknowledge that some studies have examined self-expression values in South
Asian countries (Kim, & Sherman, 2007; Shen & Tsui, 2018). Nevertheless, no
identified study to date has examined self-expression values among South Asians
living in the Arab Gulf (“Gulf” henceforth). This study fills this void in knowledge
by examining self-expression values, defined as attitudes about censorship and
internet surveillance, among South Asians living in Qatar and the United Arab
1 Justin D. Martin is an Associate Professor at Northwestern University in Qatar.
2 S. Shageaa Naqvi is a social media producer for the program Witness at Al Jazeera.
3 Ifath Arwah is a master’s degree candidate in media and development at SOAS, University of London.
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Emirates. It compares how these expatriates and nationals in both countries
conceptualize and hold these values and attitudes about human rights.
Modernization theory predicts that income and education are positively associated
with self-expression values (see Welzel, 2007). The expectation, therefore, is that
wealthy Gulf nationals who have access to free higher education should report
greater self-expression values than South Asian expatriates. However, some prior
research has shown that Gulf nationals report less progressive attitudes than
expatriates living in Gulf countries (Dennis, Martin & Wood, 2015). The present
study was also designed to ascertain if this opposite finding is also true in the
United Arab Emirates and Qatar, where expatriates constitute 85 percent and 89
percent of the populations respectively (U.N. Data, 2015; Kamrava, 2013).

Individual Modernity & Self-expression Values
Theories in disciplines such as sociology, economics and psychology posit that
people do not think much about pro-social or pro-environmental issues until their
basic needs are met (Rosling, Ronnlund & Rosling, 2018; Maslow, 1948). There
is also evidence that fundamental attitudes in a culture change with increases
in income and advances in development (Inglehart & Baker, 2000). Specifically,
modernization theory predicts that income, education, and secularity are positively
associated with self-expression values and progressive ideas (Inglehart, 1997)
within a society at a given time. Consequently, more educated, wealthy, and
secular people in a given society are more likely to oppose official censorship and
value digital privacy more than people with less of the same attributes. This is what
Welzel (2007, p. 185) called “individual modernity.” Progressivism, secularity, and
future-oriented thinking are also said to predict support for self-expression values
(Gouchi, 1976).
Self-expression values support individual rights like free speech and freedom of
association (Inglehart, 2007). In this study, we use the modifier “self-expression”
rather than “emancipative values” used by Welzel (2013) and others. Certain
communal attitudes, such as gratitude and compassion, can be emancipative to
both groups as well as individuals (DeSteno, 2018). For instance, Scandinavian
nations are highly communal (Booth, 2015), and yet earn very high marks on
human rights protections. Abbas and Mesch (2015) also found that collectivist
ideals were positively associated with concern about digital privacy among Arab
high school students in Israel.
Opposition to censorship is a self-expression value “based increasingly on
personal choice and less dependent on tradition and social institutions,” (Halman,
2007, p. 314). We add that the fear of internet surveillance may be a less obvious
self-expression value, since digital privacy issues are less discussed in research.
However, among characteristics of individual modernity is the commitment to
planning and self-efficacy (Inkeles et al.), due to such underlying characteristics
as worrying about one’s own digital privacy in the modern era of technological
sophistication (Xu, Dinev & Hart, 2008). As Stoycheff, Burgess and Martucci
(2018) contend, official surveillance is an impediment to democratization, while
self-expression values tend to favor it as well as promote equality.
Some critics of research on self-expression values claim they are non-civic
in nature, because they are egoistic and may be representative of communities
with weak social capital. However, Welzel (2010) determined that self-expression
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values were positively associated with altruism, as well as with trust in other people
and with peaceful collective action. The present study examines in part whether
several civic-minded variables (attitudes about internet regulation, and others) are
associated with digital self-expression values among South Asians and nationals
in the Gulf.
A small body of recent literature casts some doubt on the ability of individual
modernity to explain digital self-expression values in Arab countries (Martin, Naqvi
& Schoenbach, 2019) and other non-Western locales. However, Bomhoff and
Gu (2012) point out the difference in self-expression values between East Asian
countries and Western nations, arguing that, “East Asians maintain some different
attitudes toward work, family, and social issues...conservative by today’s Western
standard, where such conservative values today are held typically by people who
are less trusting and more suspicious of democracy,” (p. 373).
Martin et al. (2019) also found that among both nationals and non-nationals in
several Gulf countries, income and education were not correlated with concerns
about internet surveillance. Martin, Martins and Wood (2016) determined that
religiosity was negatively associated with support for censorship among Saudis,
after controlling for numerous other predictors. And in a separate study, Martins,
Naqvi & Martin (2018) found that income was not associated with conservatism in
six Arab countries—Lebanon, Egypt, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and the United
Arab Emirates—and education and religiosity were associated with conservatism
in just two of the countries (Lebanon and Tunisia).

Self-expression values among South Asian populations
Studies on self-expression values among South East Asians show varied results.
In a cross-national study of eleven countries (Shen & Tsui, 2018), Pakistanis
reported the lowest support for freedom of expression, considerably lower than
Indians, South Koreans and Hong Kong residents. Quite notably, the study did not
find support for the so-called Asian values hypothesis which suggests in part that
people in more familial and communal societies, such as Asian countries, are less
supportive of individual rights. Rather, the study found that family and communal
values were positive predictors of support for freedom of expression.
While Pakistanis and Indians expressed similar levels of support for freedom
of religion, Indians reported greater support for free speech and gender rights
(Wike & Simmons, 2015). In that study, 8 in 10 Pakistani respondents said people
should have the right to practice their religion freely, and Indian respondents
largely agreed with their Pakistani counterparts. However, on gender rights,
considerably fewer Pakistani men than Pakistani women (52% v. 76%) were
supportive of gender equality, though similar majorities of Indian men and women
(7 in 10) supported equal gender rights. The study reported lower support among
Pakistani respondents (54%) for the right to criticize government, while 72 percent
of Indian respondents supported that right. These findings may reflect existing
sociopolitical trends in both countries. For example, low support among Pakistani
respondents for the right to criticize government could reflect fear of reprisals from
a strict cybercrime law imposed in the country around the time Pew gathered data
(Shah, 2016). Both India and Pakistan share similar patriarchal traditions (Dixon, 2017),
although some differences may account for their percentages on gender equality.
According to Media Use in the Middle East (Dennis, Martin, Wood & Saeed,
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2017), almost twice as many Asian expatriates in Qatar (36%) than Qataris (19%)
held the view that people should be able to criticize their governments on the
internet. The gap between expatriates and nationals in the UAE was even wider
(40-12 percent, respectively). The study also showed that Asians in Qatar and
UAE (41%, 53% respectively) were also more likely than Qataris and Emiratis
(35%, 37% respectively) to agree that people should express their views on the
Internet, no matter how unpopular they were. While that study on media use did
not compare specific Asian nationalities, more than 60 percent of non-nationals
surveyed in the two countries was composed of Indians and Pakistanis.
Indian and Pakistani Expatriates in the Arab Gulf
The Gulf has had an influx of millions of expatriates since the 1970s due to the
petro-boom of that era (Baldwin-Edwards, 2011). Indians, Pakistanis, Nepalese,
Bangladeshis and Sri Lankans constitute the majority among the migrants of South
Asian origin. About a quarter of migrants in Qatar’s 2.6 million population is Indian,
while Pakistanis make up five percent of the same population (Snoj, 2017). Millions
of South Asian workers in the Gulf have contributed to developments in their host
countries and have also helped their native countries through remittances (“Labour
Migration,” n.d.). But many workers in the Gulf suffer from low incomes, unhygienic
living conditions, and little leisure time.
Pakistanis dominate the South Asian migrant workforce in Saudi Arabia and the
UAE. In 2013 alone, over half a million Pakistanis migrated to Saudi Arabia and the
UAE, and 8,119 migrated to Qatar (Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis and Human
Resource Development, 2015, p. 14). India also has thousands of citizens in the
Gulf, accounting for more than a quarter of the region’s total migrant population in
2013 (Sasikumar & Thimothy, 2015). Indians made up the highest percentage of
both skilled and semi-skilled resident workers in the Gulf states until 2014, when
they were surpassed by Pakistanis (International Labour Organization, 2018;
“Statistics on Labor Migration within the Asia-Pacific Region,” 2015). Of the roughly
16 million Indians working abroad in 2013, nearly 50 percent of them worked in
Arab countries (Oommen & Jain, 2016).
Hypotheses
Some literature outlined earlier suggests that individual modernity and digital selfexpression values in general are largely facilitated by the factors of higher income
and education. It would therefore follow that South Asian residents in Qatar and
UAE who are evidently less educated and have lower incomes than their hosts
(Qataris and Emiratis) will be more supportive of media censorship. However,
given what research cited above has found about self-expression values in Arab
countries, particularly in Gulf countries, we hypothesize that:
H1: Despite their relatively lower incomes and levels of education, South Asian
residents in Qatar and the UAE will be more opposed to media censorship than
Qataris and Emiratis. Also, Indian respondents will report greater opposition to
censorship than Pakistanis, who will themselves report greater opposition than
Arab nationals.
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South Asians in Gulf States, whose contracts depend upon adhering to local
laws, may have greater cause to fear corporate and government surveillance of
their online activity. South Asian workers in Arab countries can often be deported
for minor “transgressions,” like testing positive for HIV (Human Rights Watch,
2009), and thus should have heightened concerns about internet surveillance.
Additionally, prior research cited above has found that Indians often report more
progressive self-expression values than do Pakistanis (Wike & Simmons). The
second hypothesis predicts:
H2: South Asian residents in Qatar and the UAE will report greater concern
about internet surveillance than Qataris and Emiratis. Also, Indians will report
greater concern than Pakistanis, who will themselves report more concern than
Arab nationals.
Martin et al. (2016) found that variables like income and education were not
predictive, or were only weakly so, of opposition to censorship among nationals
in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and the UAE. Instead, the strongest positive predictors
of opposition to censorship were being less concerned with the preservation of
culture and tradition. Therefore, we state the third hypothesis this way:
H3: Demographic variables commonly predictive of self-expression values in
other parts of the world—namely income, age, education, and progressivism—
will not be significant predictors of opposition to media censorship among South
Asians and nationals in Qatar and the UAE.
Likewise, hypothesis four posits that the same demographic factors will not
predict fear of internet surveillance.
H4: Demographic variables commonly predictive of self-expression values in
other parts of the world—income, age, education, and progressivism—will not be
significant predictors of concern about internet surveillance among South Asians
and nationals in Qatar and the UAE.

Method
This study examined self-expression values among South Asians and Arab nationals
in Qatar and the UAE (N=1,005), specifically opposition to media censorship
and concern about digital privacy among Indians and Pakistanis living in the two
countries, as well as Qataris and Emiratis. The study is a secondary analysis of
data from Media Use in the Middle East 2016 an omnibus study of media use
and cultural attitudes in six Arab countries. Only Qatar and UAE had samples of
Indians and Pakistanis (or other expats) suitably large for the analyses conducted
here (other countries surveyed were Lebanon, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt).
Data were collected by The Nielsen Company/Harris Poll from December 20, 2015
to February 27, 2016.
In even-numbered years, including 2016, the Media Use in the Middle East
survey has an expanded focus on entertainment media use and attitudes relating
to entertainment media, so several of the media use variables utilized in this
secondary analysis, as well as the outcome variable opposition to censorship,
relate to entertainment media. Attitudes about censorship can be studied with
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regard to misogynistic music, pornography, and violent video games; entertainment
censorship is just another form of abridgment—perhaps even a better measure,
given that not all people play violent digital games or listen to sexist music, while
many, perhaps most, people watch some forms of entertainment on screens,
especially in internet-saturated countries like Qatar and UAE.
Data in the UAE were collected by Nielsen/Harris through face-to-face survey
administration at respondents’ homes, and data were gathered via random-digital
dialing telephone surveys in Qatar conducted by a human caller. Response
rates: Qatar=52% and U.A.E.=82%. Rim weighting was applied to increase
representativeness, and weighting factors in Qatar were: gender by age and
nationality; and in UAE: gender by age, nationality and geography. This helps
ensure that the appropriate number of men and women are represented from
each age bracket, nationality, and geographic location. In total, 106 Indians 110
Pakistanis were included in the sample for Qatar, and 242 Indians and 72 Pakistanis
for the UAE. The randomized, multi-stage probability sampling was conducted by
Nielson/Harris in Qatar and the UAE.

Outcome Variables
Opposition to censorship. Much of the 2016 Media Use in the Middle East study
focused on entertainment media use, so the opposition to censorship variable, and
several other predictors, used in the current secondary analysis was an index of
the following five-point Likert items: “Films or other entertainment programs should
be banned if some people find them offensive”; “It is appropriate to delete scenes
some people may find offensive”; and “Entertainment content in the region should
be more tightly regulated for violent content.” In their original form, these items
measure support for censorship, so they were reverse-coded for narrative clarity;
here, 1=strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree. Cronbach’s alpha among Indian/
Pakistani respondents was .730, and among Qatar and UAE nationals, .733.
Concern about internet surveillance by governments and companies.
This outcome variable was an index of two five-point Likert items: “I am worried
about governments checking what I do online” and “I’m worried about companies
checking what I do online.” Guttman split-half reliability among Indian/Pakistani
respondents was .90, and .86 among Qatar/UAE nationals. 1=strongly disagree,
5=strongly agree.

Predictor Variables
Attitudinal predictors. Cited research in Arab countries has found that cultural
attitudes, more than demographic factors like income and education, are predictors
of self-expression values (see Martins et al, 2016.). Respondents responded 1-5
on the following items, 1 representing “strongly disagree” and 5 being “strongly
agree.”
1. Desire for cultural preservation: (a) “More should be done to preserve
cultural traditions;” (b) “Entertainment should be based on my culture;”
(c) “More entertainment media should be based on my culture and history;”
2. Online expression: “It is OK for people to express their ideas on the
internet even if they are unpopular.”
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3. Benefit from foreign content: “People benefit from watching content
from different parts of the world.”
4. Entertainment can portray society’s problems: “It’s OK for entertainment content to portray problems in society.”
5. Internet regulation desired: “The internet in my country should be more
tightly regulated than it is now.”
6. Content I want unavailable in this country: “Some of the films/TV programs I would like to watch are not available in my country.”
7. Progressivism: “Compared to most people in your country, how would
you describe yourself?” The options here range from 1(Culturally very
conservative) to 5 (Culturally very progressive.)
Media Use. Prior research has also found that certain media use behaviors and
media-related attitudes are significant predictors of self-expression values. On the
questions, “I prefer to watch films that portray my own culture,” the options were
1 (Strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly agree). Another question relating to media
use and privacy was: “Do you use a service or feature such as a VPN or proxy
service?” 1 (Yes) and 0 (No).
Previous research on digital privacy concerns found that frequent internet
users worry more about internet surveillance (Yao & Zhang, 2008). Related to this
are these questions: “How many friends do you have on Facebook?” and “How
frequently do you play video games?” and “watch films on the internet?” Here, we
used 1(Never) to 6 (Several times a day.” On binge watching, we asked: “In the
past six months have you ‘binge-watched’ a television series? By this we mean
watch multiple episodes in close succession.” The options were 1(Yes) and 0 (No).
Demographic characteristics.
1. Nationality. 1=Indian; 2=Pakistani; 3=Qatari; 4=Pakistani
2. Country. 1=Qatar, 0=UAE.
3. Education. “What is the highest level of schooling you completed?”
1=No formal education; 10=master’s degree or higher.
4. Income (monthly). The UAE and Qatar currencies differ, but the
different income categories put to respondents contained approximately the same percentages across countries. 1=low income; 5=high income. The resulting percentages in the ranks for both countries were
“1” for Qatar=2.5%, UAE=2.3%, “2” for Qatar=6.3%, UAE=4.9%; “3” for
Qatar=23.6%, UAE=20.0%; “4” for Qatar=15.0%, UAE=15.4%, “5” for
Qatar=14.6%, UAE=18.9%.
5. Age. “What is your age?”
6. Gender. 1=Female; 0=male.
7. Children in household. “How many children under 18 years live in your
household?” recoded to 1=at least one child; 0=none.
Two multiple linear regression models were conducted: (a) for opposition
to censorship, among South Asian respondents of both Indian and Pakistani
nationalities in their countries of residence, Qatar and UAE, respectively; (b) for
Gulf nationals (Tables 2 and 3). A few variables were left out of the models predicting
surveillance concern. For example, while people benefit from consuming foreign
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content and the belief that entertainment should portray problems in society may
be expected to correlate with opposition to censorship, there is no theoretical
expectation that these attitudes should be related to privacy concerns. Religiosity
was not included in the models, as that question was not asked in the survey in
Qatar. Multicollinearity tolerance of .20 was used, and no predictors needed to be
removed for violating this threshold. Pairwise exclusion of cases was used.

Results
This study examined predictors of digital self-expression values—opposition to
media censorship and concern about internet surveillance—among Indians,
Pakistanis, and Arab nationals in Qatar and the UAE. The results show the
following:
South Asians Reported Stronger Digital Self-expression Values than Gulf
Nationals
The first hypothesis predicted that South Asians in Qatar and UAE would be more
opposed to censorship than Qataris and Emiratis, and also that Indian respondents
would report greater opposition to censorship than Pakistanis. Hypothesis one was
supported. In Qatar, both Indians and Pakistanis opposed censorship more than
Qataris. In the UAE Indians, though not Pakistanis, were opposed to censorship
more than Emiratis.
A two-way ANOVA that compared opposition to censorship across nationalities
(Indians, Pakistanis, nationals) and across the two countries found no main effect
for nationality F(2, 871)=1.54, p=.394 or country F(2, 871)=.097, p=.785, and no
main effect for country F(1, 871)=.097, p=.785. There was, however, a strong
interaction between the two variables F(2, 871)=39.84, p<.001, as nationality did
not have a similar effect on opposition to censorship in both countries. This means
that Indians and Pakistanis in the UAE did not differ in censorship opposition (Fig.
1). Given the interaction of nationality across the two countries, one-way ANOVAs
were run separately in each country (see Table 1).

Figure 1. Opposition to Censorship by Country and Nationality
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In Qatar n=467; in UAE n=538.
In Qatar, opposition to media censorship aligned with hypothesis one: Indians
in Qatar scored significantly higher than Pakistanis (p<.001) and Qataris (p<.001),
and Pakistanis also scored higher than Qataris (p<.001). In a separate one-way
ANOVA for respondents in UAE, Indians’ opposition to censorship was higher than
that of Pakistanis (p=.048) as well as Emiratis (p<.001), though, again, there was
no difference in scores between Pakistanis and Emiratis (p=.265).
Table 1: Means and Post-Hoc Comparisons for Opposition to Entertainment
Media Censorship and Concern about Internet Surveillance.

Opposition to Censorship
Qatar

Indians
Pakistanis
Nationals

UAE

M

SD

n

M

SD

n

8.30
7.12
4.72

2.98
2.24
2.37

88
100
239

7.45
6.80
6.45

2.56
1.92
2.37

238
72
220

Qatar			
Mean Diff.

UAE

Sig.

Mean Diff. Sig.

Indians			
Pakistanis
1.18*
<.001
Nationals
3.58*
.000

Indians
Pakistanis
Nationals

.643* 048
.1.01* <.001

Pakistanis			
Nationals
2.40*
<.001

Pakistanis
Nationals

.365

.265

Concern about Internet Surveillance
Qatar

Indians
Pakistanis
Nationals

UAE

M

SD

n

M

SD

n

5.61
6.08
4.93

2.95
2.42
3.34

81
65
220

6.38
6.80
4.86

2.35
2.35
2.23

209
48
185
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Qatar
Mean Diff.

UAE
Sig.

Mean Diff. Sig.

Indians				
Pakistanis
-.467
.370
Nationals
.679
.095

Indians
Pakistanis
Nationals

-.410
1.53*

.266
<.001

Pakistanis			
Nationals
1.15*
.010

Pakistanis
Nationals

.194*

<.001

There were significant differences between Qatar and the UAE for two of the
nationalities studied: (a) Emiratis reported much greater opposition to censorship
than Qataris, t(458)=7.76, p=<.001; (b) Indians in Qatar reported significantly
greater opposition to censorship than Indians in the UAE t((324)=2.56, p=.011,
although there was no significant difference in the scores between Pakistanis in
Qatar and the UAE t((169)=.960, p=.338.
Hypothesis two predicted that South Asians in Qatar and UAE would report
greater concern about internet surveillance than would Qataris or Emiratis, and
that Indian respondents would report greater concern than Pakistanis, who would
in turn report higher concern than nationals. This hypothesis was mostly supported.
Two-Way ANOVA compared means across nationalities in both countries. Indians
and Pakistanis reported greater fear about internet surveillance than Emiratis and
Qataris. While there was no main effect of nationality F(2, 736)=3.884, p=.205 or
country F(1, 736)=1.385, p=.0.353, there was a significant interaction between
the two F(2, 736)=3.606, p=.028, namely, there were considerable differences
between Indians and Pakistanis in the two countries but no difference between
Qataris and Emiratis.

Figure 2. Concern about Internet Surveillance by Country and Nationality

In Qatar n=467; in UAE n=538.
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Given the interaction between country and nationality, one-way ANOVAs were
run by nationality in each country separately (Table 1). In the UAE, Pakistanis
were most concerned about internet surveillance, though the difference between
Pakistanis and Indians was not significant (p=.266). Both Pakistanis (p<.001) and
Indians (p<.001) in the UAE were more concerned about internet surveillance
than Emiratis. In Qatar, Pakistanis were also more concerned about surveillance
than Qataris (p=.010), though not more than Indians (p=.370). There was also no
significant difference between Indians and Qataris.
Indians in the UAE were significantly more concerned about internet surveillance
than Indians in Qatar t(288)=2.33, p=.020. There were no differences in concern
about internet surveillance between Qataris and Emiratis, t(403)=.263, p=.793, or
between Pakistanis in Qatar and those in the UAE, t(111)=1.578, p=.117.
Predictors of Digital Self-expression Values Did Not
Align with Individual Modernity
The regression models explained approximately 31% of the variance in opposition
to media censorship among South Asians and 35% of variance among Gulf
nationals.
In Hypothesis 3, income, age, progressivism, and education were not expected
to be significant predictors of opposition to censorship. Hypothesis three was
supported. Variables related to support for cultural preservation were among the
strongest, most consistent (negative) predictors of opposition to censorship (see
standardized betas in Table 2).
Table 2: Correlates of Opposition to Entertainment Media Censorship (Standardized Betas)
						

South Asians

Arab Nationals

Attitudinal
Want cultural preservation
Progressivism
Online expression
Internet regulation desired
Benefit from foreign content
Entertainment should be based on my culture
Entertainment can portray society’s problems

B / Sig.
B / Sig.
-.198 / <.001		 -.176 / <.001
.032 / .456		 -.006 / .910
.090 / .046		 .005 / .918
-.191 / <.001		 -.069 / .203
-.052 / .260		 -.101 / .071
-.149 / .002		 -.229 / <.001
-.170 / <.001		 -.070 / .172

Media Use
Prefer films about own culture
-.089 / .052		 -.086 / .095
VPN user 						
.039 / .365		 -.015 / .779
Video gaming frequency
.101 / .024
.045 / .407
Watch films online
.006 / .901
.072 / .155
Binge watch
-.037 / .401		 .004 / .937
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Demographics
Nationality (Indian)
Country (Qatar)
Education
Income
Age
Gender (Female)
Children in household

.101 / .026		
-.028 / .589		
.008 / .871		
-.153 / .002		
-.054 / .219		
-.015 / .737		
-.042 / .377		

Adjusted R-Square

.314

N/A
-.236 / <.001
-.014 / .762
.010 / .827
-.041 / .417
-.081 / .090
-.067 / .179

.345

That is, respondents who want culture to be better preserved were more
supportive of media censorship, and the cultural preservation measures were the
only significant predictors of opposition to censorship among both South Asians and
Gulf nationals. Income, age, and education were not significantly correlated with
opposition to censorship. Education was not predictive of support for censorship
either among South Asians or Gulf nationals, and income among South Asians
was negatively associated with opposition to censorship (see again Table 2).
Certain variables were predictive of opposition to censorship among either
South Asians or Gulf nationals, but not both. Among Gulf nationals, the only
variable predictive of opposition to censorship, besides two measures of cultural
preservation, was country/nationality: Qataris were much less opposed to censorship
than were Emiratis. Among South Asians, support for individual freedom of
expression online, video gaming frequency, and Indian nationality positively
predicted opposition to censorship. Also among South Asians, respondents who
prefer to watch films about their own culture were less opposed to censorship. The
conviction that entertainment should be permitted to portray society’s problems
was negatively correlated with opposition to censorship. The censorship index
features items on censoring violent and culturally sensitive content, so perhaps
South Asian respondents, when asked about portrayals of society’s problems,
envisioned, say, corruption, rather than violence or sex.
Hypothesis four predicted that, dissimilar to prior research, demographic
variables such as income, age, progressivism, and education would not be
significant predictors of concern about internet surveillance among South Asians
and nationals in Qatar and UAE. This hypothesis was supported. Among Arab
nationals, the only significant predictor of surveillance concern was support for
greater cultural preservation. Income, age, and education were not correlated
with concern about internet surveillance among either South Asians or nationals.
Overall, the model explained little variance (<3%) in concern about surveillance
among nationals (9% among non-nationals).
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Table 3: Correlates of Concern about Internet Surveillance (Standardized
Betas)
						

South Asians

Arab Nationals

Attitudinal

B / Sig. 		

B / Sig.

Progressivism
Internet regulation desired
Content I want unavailable in country
Cultural preservation

.114 / .049		
.098 / .100		
.168 / .005		
-.101 / .096		

-.008 / .932
.043 / .654
.060 / .503
.189 / .042

Media Use
Watch films online
Video gaming frequency
Facebook Friends No.
VPN user
Binge-watch

-.182 / .005		
.089 / .139
.178 / .003
-.031 / .593		
.013 / .828		

.147 / .109
.118 / .232
.031 / .719
.079 / .409
.063 / .508

Demographics
Nationality (Indian)
Country (Qatar)
Education
Income
Age
Gender (Female)
Children in household

-.085 / .162		
-.153 / .027		
.031 / .618		
-.078 / .238		
-.036 / .547		
-.044 / .460		
.116 / .068		

N/A
.029 / .786
.106 / .218
-.134 / .124
.125 / .169
.023 / .790
.025 / .784

Adjusted R-Square

.094

.022

Total N

530

475

There were a few significant predictors of concern about internet surveillance
among South Asians: progressivism, the size of one’s Facebook network, and the
desire to access entertainment content that is not available in the country were
positive predictors. South Asians who watch more online films, however, were less
worried about internet surveillance. Individuals who watch films frequently online,
were less concerned about surveillance.
Discussion
This study found that commonly cited indicators of “modernization” do not
significantly correlate with digital self-expression values among South Asians
and nationals in two Gulf countries. In fact, South Asian immigrants in Qatar and
the UAE reported greater digital self-expression values than two of the richest
demographic groups in the world, which also have access to free education and
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free healthcare—Qataris and Emiratis. The richer of the two, Qataris, reported
the greatest support for censorship and the lowest concern about online privacy.
There were exceptions: Emiratis’ attitudes paralleled South Asians’ attitudes in
some cases.
Supporting the findings of Shen and Tsui (2018), which found that nationality in
11 countries did not necessarily support the “Asian values” hypothesis that people
from communal and familial societies in Asia are less supportive of self-expression
values, the current study found that South Asians living in the Gulf tend to be less
supportive of censorship and more alarmed by internet surveillance than wealthy,
highly educated Emiratis and Qataris. Perhaps both Qatar and the UAE also have
strong communal and familial connections (Fromherz, 2012). However, this study
shows that the modernization theory is not applicable in both societies, as Qataris
and Emiratis have less progressive attitudes about censorship and online privacy
than South Asians from countries with lower human development scores.
This study also provides some evidence that, in order to understand digital selfexpression values in the Gulf, demographic factors like income and education
may not be as instructive as gauging individuals’ attitudes about cultural proximity
and cultural preservation. Income, education, age, and progressivism were not
significant (or strong) predictors of digital self-expression values among South
Asians and Arab nationals in this inquiry. These findings align with Martin et al.
(2016), in which a desire for preserving culture was also correlated with support for
censorship in the UAE and Qatar.
Such predictors of opposition to censorship can be understood, if not through the
lens of individual modernity, then through cultural proximity, or, rather, perceived
cultural disparity: those who want culture to be more preserved or more represented
in entertainment were more willing to censor. If some self-expression values in the
Arab region and South Asia are more resistant to change over time than in some
other parts of the world, findings presented here may offer some context as to
why. Income and education levels can change in the course of a generation (World
Economic Forum, 2017), and in societies where such factors predict progressive
values, self-expression values can also change relatively quickly. But in societies in
which digital self-expression values are better predicted by socio-cultural attitudes,
change may occur at a slower pace.
There were some differences in digital self-expression values among both South
Asians in Qatar versus the UAE, as well as between Indians and Pakistanis in
each country. Indians in Qatar were more opposed to censorship than Indians
in the UAE. Both Indians and Pakistanis in the UAE were more concerned about
online privacy than their compatriots in Qatar. The UAE actively prosecutes citizens
and non-nationals for criticizing the government online, and VPNs are banned
in the country (Ahmad & Dajani, 2016). We find here that fears about internet
surveillance among Indians and Pakistanis in the UAE did not differ, but both
were significantly greater than that of Emiratis. In Qatar, however, there was no
difference between Qataris’ and Indians’ surveillance concerns, and the difference
between Pakistanis and Qataris was significant but modest. Emiratis themselves
were no more concerned about surveillance than Qataris.
Predictors of support for censorship explained a robust amount of variance
(more than 30% among both South Asians and Gulf nationals), though neither
demographic factors nor attitudes about cultural proximity explained much variance
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in fear of internet surveillance. Martin et al. (2019) also did not find demographic
factors predictive of concerns about digital privacy in several Arab countries.
Factors associated with privacy concerns among South Asians and Arab nationals
could be personality characteristics like openness, neuroticism, and extraversion
(Bergstrom, 2015), which could be explored in future research.
Still, among South Asians, there were some modest predictors of surveillance
worries. A larger Facebook network predicted greater internet surveillance
concerns, as did progressivism (modestly) and wanting to watch content that is
unavailable in the country (though heavier viewers of online films were less worried
about surveillance). Among South Asians, then, concern about online privacy is
correlated with a small number of the same predictors found in studies from other
parts of the world. For example, Jordaan et al. (2017) found Facebook network size
correlated positively with privacy concerns. Using a VPN was not associated with
greater concern about internet surveillance among South Asians or Gulf nationals,
perhaps indicating that people who use a VPN feel that their privacy protection is
adequate.
Following the blockade of Qatar by the UAE, Saudi Arabia, and other countries,
which began in 2017, the UAE made uttering or publishing any statements that
reflect positively on Qatar punishable by up to 15 years in prison (“Qatar crisis,”
2017). Data in the current study were collected before the Saudi and UAE-led
blockade of Qatar began in 2017. However, geopolitical conflicts between the UAE
and Qatar began several years before 2017, so it is still reasonable to examine
some of the findings of the current study in light of that tension.
That nationals in both Qatar and UAE are far less concerned about digital
privacy than are South Asians may reflect that laws governing acceptable speech
in those countries might not be applied evenly to nationals and non-nationals. Also,
before the blockade of Qatar began, Emiratis were less supportive of censorship
than Qataris. Today, given that the UAE has demanded that some Qatari media be
censored, and even eliminated, it is possible that current attitudes in the country
regarding freedom of speech may not differ in the same way.

Conclusion and Recommendations
This study investigated digital self-expression values among Indians and Pakistanis
in Qatar and the UAE, as well as among Emiratis and Qataris. Our main finding is
that South Asians living in Qatar and the UAE were more worried about internet
surveillance, and more opposed to censorship, than their Gulf hosts.
We acknowledge that our sample of N=1,005 in the Gulf, consisting of both
nationals and South Asian residents, is modest. Nonetheless, we considered
it adequate for an exploratory study of digital self-expression values. Our
recommendation, however, is that an increased sample size be used in subsequent
studies.
Another potential limitation is about some of the media use variables used to
assess entertainment media consumption. The 2016 Media Use in the Middle
East survey had a semi-focus on entertainment media use, and attitudes about
censorship of entertainment media. Of course, entertainment media use and
attitudes about censorship of entertainment content are, respectively, mediause and media-related attitudes, but future research on the relationship between
media use and self-expression values might be extended to other measures such
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as news and its uses by consumers and perhaps also attitudes about censorship
of political speech.
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Antecedents of Trans-border shopping via social media platforms: The case of Instagram in Hong Kong, Zhu Hai and Macau
Wendy Chan Wing Lam1
Kelly Lau Tin Ki2
Richard Xu Xiaying3
This study examined the antecedents that drive consumer behavior in online
shopping, especially via Instagram. The authors surveyed consumers (n=228) who
have experience browsing through Instagram trans-border shopping accounts or
have actual purchase experience, to determine their online purchasing behavior.
The result suggests that there is a close relationship between vanity purchasing
and online buying behavior. Perceived trust and vanity are the key factors that
stimulate buying behavior on Instagram as a social media platform. This study
offers a lens for future studies in which an informal online shopping setting will be
the optimal place for transactions as physical shops are gradually being replaced
by online shops.
Keywords: : Instagram, online shopping, perceived trust, social media, transborder
shopping, vanity shopping
Instagram, an app founded in 2010, was initially created for video and photo
sharing. Its use has since expanded to include making on online purchases.
Consumer behavior is a well-explored term in academic inquiry, given the fact that
researchers have shed light on how people are affected by one another and the
lust, emotion, and even envy (Chae, 2018) over the things one possesses and the
lifestyle one leads. It is in this regard that we can see and appreciate the recent
trend for trans-border shopping behavior, especially due to an upsurge in setting
up a myriad of Instagram accounts, following many popular commercial sites and
accounts that sell products overseas. In addition, the fact remains that several
people cannot afford to fly to other countries, such as the U.K., U.S., or Italy, to
purchase goods when they are seasonally on sale.
Trans-border buying behavior is partly traceable to peoples’ desire to buy
certain branded products at a cheaper price. In this regard, a number of previous
studies have made the correlation between the concept of buying and owning
popular branded products and buying behavior. Fournier (1998), for instance,
found a close relationship between buying behavior and branded products, while
Carrington, Neville, and Whitwell (2010) determined that “cool items” are strongly
influenced by the brand name. Consequently, several patrons, especially the youth
1 Wendy Chan Wing Lam is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Journalism and
Communication, Chu Hai College of Higher Education, Hong Kong.
2 Kelly Lau Tin Ki is a Higher Ed. instructor based in Hong Kong
3 Richard Xu Xiaying is an Assistant Professor, Programme of Public Relations and Advertising,
Beijing Normal University/Hong Kong Baptist University United International College, Zhuhai, China)
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and teenagers, show an enthusiasm to buy these brand-name items since they
consider them “cool” and possibly see owning them as some form of status symbol.
One of the advantages of making cross-border purchases through social media
platforms such as Instagram, is that people can order and buy brand-names items
from overseas at a discount. While physical shops are not available in their local
area, consumers can still satisfy their vanity by buying these products online. The
reasons for making these purchases however differ among people. For instance,
women are to be likely to own the trendiest handbags or other fashion items while
men tend to patronize sports items.
What, therefore, are the underlying factors behind why people are obsessed
with this type of purchasing behavior? Previous studies have related social
media influencers (Subramani & Rajagopalan, 2003) with purchasing behavior.
For example, if an influencer shares a post on Instagram about her/his new pair
of jeans trousers, raving about how comfortable and affordable they are, her/
his followers are likely to be interested in learning about those jeans (or other
products). However, trans-border buying behavior is different; in this context,
consumers will rely on someone in outlet cities to purchase products for them so
that even though they could not afford a plane ticket, they could still buy “the apple
of their eyes” (brand-name products).
As already suggested, sales and discounts appear to drive some of the transborder purchases. Nonetheless, there are other driving factors, besides discounts,
that motivate consumers to engage in online shopping via social media platforms.
One crucial factor in this regard is that of trust and perceived privacy, since giving
out one’s credit card information to sellers on Instagram might be a concern that
may deter such buying behavior. On the other hand, if the platform has a safe and
secure system for protecting the safety of transactions, it will appear to be more
reliable to potential customers. In the end, it may encourage them to shop via
online platforms.
Literature
Purchasing behavior takes place in different contexts, at physical stores or via online
social media platforms. However, trans-border buying behavior is a special case.
Here, we are concerned with a situation where someone who resides elsewhere
helps purchase goods for others, mostly via Instagram or Facebook. The most
popular goods that catch consumers’ attention in this form of transaction are all
brand-name items, especially when deep sales take place in outlet areas. Thus,
in the present study, trans-border buying behavior is defined and characterized as
the process through which someone in a country purchases goods on behalf of
another person in a different country, and then sends it/them to that person.
Antecedents for Online Purchasing Behavior
Several factors impact customers’ buying intentions and behaviors. Sakkthivel
(2009) highlighted the fact that demographic data will also provide insight for
marketers, for instance, on the profile of their consumers. Jukariya and Singhvi
(2018) also shared similar ideas that transaction security, multiple payment options,
personal privacy and security, product price, and quality, etc., were the main factors
affecting students’ online purchasing behavior. On the other hand, Akram, Hui,
Khan, Tanveer, Mehmood, and Ahmad (2018) also mentioned how website quality
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and user-friendliness contribute to impulsive online buying behavior.
However, among all these factors, trust stands out as one of the most crucial
factors in people’s decision to make a purchase, either online and offline. With trust
as a primary issue in the field of consumer behavior research, especially in the
context of online purchasing, prior research by Tsfati and Cappella (2003) raised
a very valid question: Do people watch what they do not trust? They mentioned
in the study that media skepticism is positively related to the non-mainstream
news media channel, but negatively correlated with the mainstream news
media. Previous research have also identified that there is increasing interest in
investigating the level and scope of trust and how they affect mobile purchasing
behavior (Bhattacherjee, 2002; Yang, Chen, & Wei, 2015). Therefore, it is crucial
to establish that potential customers trust the platforms before deciding on their
purchase intentions.
Three fundamental categories of trust, namely the trustee’s ability, benevolence,
and integrity, have been widely studied in previous research (Bhattacherjee, 2002;
Yoon, 2002). Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman (1995) pinpointed trust as being
characterized as one party being willing to engage in risky actions under the
expectations of another party. Trust is both a concrete and an abstract concept in
the context of mobile purchasing behavior. First, trust could be the initial abstract
intention to willingly engage in risky actions by browsing and purchasing items
through Instagram. Secondly, trust requires a willingness on the part of consumers
to follow an Instagram vendor’s instructions or rules when purchasing. Luhmann
and Gambetta (1988) discovered that building trust is a starting point in the majority
of cooperative behavior and highlighted that neither of the parties in a “trust”
situation should be exposed to risk. In other words, the level of visible predictability
is a crucial factor in building trust and reducing uncertainty. For this reason, this
study will investigate the role trust plays in trans-border luxury purchasing on
Instagram. Furthermore, it will also examine the driving forces behind the building
and maintenance of trust in greater detail. Therefore, the specific research
questions that this study seeks to answer are as follows:
RQ1: What are the antecedents that lead to the reinforcement of trans-border
shopping behavior?
RQ2: What are the relationships between these antecedents?
Fairness and High Service Quality Shape Integrity
Previous research indicates that integrity is widely recognized as one of the most
influential factors in building trust (Bhattacherjee, 2002; Chen & Chou, 2012). The
integrity of Instagram vendors can, to some extent, be verified by their acceptance
of certain rules and terms of service, which are agreeable to buyers before, during,
and after a purchase. A complete consumer purchase decision process comprises
behavior prior to, during, and after purchase (Shiv & Fedorikhin, 1999) thus,
certain rules could be core components to shaping the integrity of trans-border
luxury product vendors on Instagram. Such rules could clarify the company’s
policies on customer service, private information usage, returns, and the accurate
implementation of rules and legal protection by the local government.
According to Chen and Chou (2012), agreeable rules and their highly precise
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implementation result in positive attitude formation, which includes the perception
of a high level of integrity and fairness. This is a result of the satisfaction gained
after engaging in risky behavior through browsing and making purchases online
that ends up being trouble-free. Therefore, as integrity is a key component of trust,
it can be formed in both concrete and abstract terms by Instagram vendors after
purchase by following strict rules and creating an abstract feeling of fairness in the
minds of consumers. Thus, fair transactions and service quality levels will be taken
into consideration when investigating the trust and integrity levels of Instagram
vendors. Previous research has also noted that specialist online vendors showed
higher levels of credibility, trust, and integrity in comparison to multi-product
category online vendors. Specialization has also been identified in previous
research as effectively enhancing web users’ engagement levels, leading to the
development of favorable and positive attitudes (Liew & Tan, 2018). Therefore, we
propose the following hypotheses:
H1: Perceived trust is a factor that will be positively correlated with buying
behavior on Instagram.
H2: Perceived trust on Instagram will be positively correlated with perceived
price fairness for goods advertised and purchased on the platform.
H3: Perceived price fairness is a factor that will be positively correlated with
buying behavior on Instagram.
Aesthetics and Atmospherics in Relation to Purchasing Behavior
Consumer demands for more advanced, higher-quality visual communication
knowledge is growing rapidly (Bajaj & Bond, 2018). Visual pleasure from shopping
has proven to be effective in triggering positive consumer reactions and facilitating
purchasing intentions (Hoegg, Alba, & Dahl, 2010; Reimann, Zaichkowsky,
Neuhaus, Bender & Weber, 2010; Patrick & Hagtvedt, 2011). Previous research
identified that an attractive online store atmosphere as a result of an effective
combination of graphics, colors, and music in an appealing layout as the most
significant factor in attracting and retaining web users and effectively motivating
purchasing intentions (Wu, Lee, Fu, & Wang, 2013; Spence, Puccinelli, Grewal,
& Roggeveen, 2014). In addition, the atmosphere of online stores has been
identified a crucial component in shaping consumers’ first impressions and creating
a competitive advantage (Manganari, Siomkos, & Vrechopoulos, 2009; Karimov,
Brussel, Brengman, & Hove, 2011). Holbrook & Hirschman (1982) stated in their
research that highlighting the experiencial aspects of consumption is highly related
to consumer fantasies, feelings, and fun. Aesthetics are comprised of elements
and, echoing the ideas that Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) put forward, can
be generated on the basis of feelings and fantasies. Measuring the construct of
aesthetics is always difficult. Advanced and higher quality visual presentations are
ambiguous and in need of further investigation.
Aesthetic measurement in human-computer interactions (HCI) is in rising
demand because of its key role in evaluating website impression and attractiveness
(Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004; van Schaik & Ling, 2009). The two main distinguishable
categories of aesthetic measurements, namely classical and expressive aesthetics,
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have been applied to consumer behavior and website usability research (Tractinsky,
Cokhavi, Kirschenbaum, & Sharfi, 2006; van Schaik & Ling, 2009). Classical
aesthetics refers to the orderliness, cleanliness, symmetry, and clarity of design
features. Expressive aesthetics refers to creativity, sophistication, and fascination
with design features. After a brief exposure to information, classical aesthetics
have been identified as being more attractive than expressive aesthetics in the
context of information-oriented web pages. Conversely, expressive aesthetics
have been identified as being more attractive when no context is provided before
viewing the web pages (van Schaik & Ling, 2009).
The packaging and logo designs of well-known luxury products advertised on
Instagram comprise the dominant visual elements that attract buyers, especially
first-time buyers. Moreover, previous research has identified classical aesthetics
as being a key component in effectively generating first impressions in comparison
to expressive aesthetics, and overall first impressions have been proven to be
highly stable and consistent (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004). In addition, trust has
been identified as the dominant factor from a consumer perspective influencing
online purchasing. Visual cues have proven to be effective indicators in conveying
trustworthiness and credibility (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004; van Schaik & Ling, 2009).
Therefore, in line with previous research, this study suggests that classical
aesthetics have a higher potential for attracting consumers by forming positive
first impressions and creating trust and desirability when browsing information
concerning luxury products from Instagram vendors. However, the impact of
visual communication via expressive aesthetics is yet to be fully understood in this
unique trans-border web luxury purchase environment. There is a lack of previous
research examining the impact of aesthetics on trans-border luxury products
sold through Instagram shops. Therefore, this study investigates both individual
and combined impact of classical and expressive aesthetics on online purchase
intentions. It is against the literature and insights above the fourth hypothesis is
expressed as follows:
H4: It is hypothesized that perceived aesthetics is a factor that will be positively
correlated with buying behavior on Instagram.
Brand association, Aesthetics, and Online Trust in Relation to Purchasing
Behavior on Social Media Platforms
Packaging and logo design form a basic connection between brands and consumers.
The role of visual communication through packaging and logo design as an
effective method for identifying brands has been widely agreed on by academics
and business professionals alike (Bajaj & Bond, 2018; Hoegg, Alba & Dahl, 2010).
The core function of an effective packaging and logo design is to create attraction.
This leads to the development of an emotional attachment to the brand and loyalty
over time (Melewar, Foroudi, Gupta, Kitchen, & Foroudi, 2017). Even though the
packaging and corresponding logos of luxury products are easy to recognize, the
question remains: how do online vendors with low barriers to entry on Instagram
attract and maintain stores providing trans-border luxury purchasing? Aesthetics
have been proven to build and maintain an association between brand names
and consumers. Furthermore, previous research identified aesthetics and visual
stimuli as being capable of strengthening trust on online and mobile purchasing
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platforms (Cyr, Head & Ivanov, 2006; Li & Yeh, 2010). Thus, it is necessary to gain
a better understanding of how the aesthetics of online vendors shape and build
consumer trust, especially when purchasing luxury products. Attraction and trust
created through aesthetics is a strong factor in successful brand communication.
Therefore, in line with previous research, the role of aesthetic stimulation in
trans-border luxury products from Instagram shops and corresponding purchase
intentions will be investigated in this study.
Social Need and Vanity in Relation to Purchasing Behavior
Social needs are different from vanity purchase, and studies have determined that
consumers share different emotions when they browse social media. For instance,
Chae (2018) shed light on women’s envy toward social media influencers, and it is
an underlying factor to create a need for people to conquer this emotion. Zhan and
He (2012), on the other hand, investigated the underlying motivations for luxury
consumption among the Chinese middle class by examining the psychological
traits of value consciousness, susceptibility to normative influence, and the need
for uniqueness. In light of these research outcomes, buying behavior on Instagram
could be associated with the notion of vanity, where people not just focus on social
needs, but rather, when they can afford to buy something and experience the
feeling of vanity. Lim, Ting, Khoo, and Wong (2012) shared the same thought
and highlighted the shift from functional values to emotional and social values in
making purchase decisions.
Moreover, prior research also stated that country of origin, brand name, and price
were the major antecedents of the trans-border purchase of luxury items examined
in this study. From this, we can see that social needs, vanity, and perceived price
fairness are the driving factors that impact buying behavior on social media, and in
this case, Instagram plays a crucial part in that. These studies and discussion form
the backdrop for the following hypotheses:
H5: Vanity is a factor that will be positively correlated with buying behavior on
Instagram.
H6: Social need is a factor that will be positively correlated with vanity when
buying on Instagram.
H7: Social need is a factor that will be positively correlated with buying behavior
on Instagram.
H8: Perceived aesthetics is a factor that will be positively correlated with social
need buying on Instagram.
Method and Model
In order to answer the research questions and provide evidential support or the lack
of it for the hypotheses, this study adopted visual analysis as well as the survey to
examine two major perspectives: (1) the survey was designed to examine how the
antecedents interplay with one another other to form the model of the purchasing
behavior in the context of trans-border buying behavior; (2) the survey was also
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designed to explore the trend of shopping behavior among the new and younger
generation of online buyers.
Six constructs were inserted into the survey instrument and questionnaires for
developing an Amos SEM model. These six constructs are based on the literature
related to this subject matter of online shopping behavior, and also based on the
observation of the Instagram activities from the data collected by the authors of
this study as observed from Instagram activities. Based on prior literature, six
constructs are: Perceived Trust (PT), Perceived Price Fairness (PPF), Vanity (V),
Perceived Aesthetic (PA), and Social need (SN), and Instagram Buying Behavior
(IBB). All were included in the survey that had 38 question-items for survey
respondents.
Perceived Trust is defined in this study as customers believing that the platform
is safe for the transaction to be accomplished without problems. Also associated
with the issue of safety is that there should be policy to protect customers’ rights.
While Perceived Price Fairness means the products sold on Instagram are usually
at a fair price or even a lower price when compared to those sold at the malls and at
the offline context. Also, Vanity means people treat the purchase of luxury products
online from elsewhere as part of their achievement and they would like to share their
possession within their social circle. In this study, Perceived Aesthetics is defined
in this study as the visual cues to catch the attention of the consumers. Social
Need means that people view the purchases made on Instagram is for maintaining
a relationship. Ultimately, the Instagram Buying Behavior is conceptualized as the
purchase activities by customers on Instagram.
Data Collection: Participants and Procedures
Data were collected via questionnaires from June to August 2018. Participation
eligibility criteria included being 18 years or above, with shopping experience on
Instagram. In all, a total of 228 respondents were recruited via the snowballing
sampling technique where one survey respondent reaches out to other people
in his or her circle of friends and professional colleagues to complete the
questionnaire. All procedures met the research ethical standards that included
informing participants of their rights, especially on the voluntary nature of the
survey and their individual ability to decide to quit the process anytime without any
consequences to their personal or professional lives. The descriptive data are
summarized in Table 1 and Table 2.
Measuring Scales
Demographics. Participants were asked to report their gender, frequency of
shopping on Instagram, the types of products they bought online, and the price
range of those products.
Perceived Trust. Participants were asked about different dimensions of trust
that measure both the platform and the sellers who used Instagram to carry out the
transactions/ deals. The respondents were asked to rate 1-5, with 1 (one) being
strongly disagree and 5 being strongly agree to indicate their level of perceived
trust. Part of the construct was adapted from prior studies (Bhattacherjee 2002;
Lavie and Tractinsky 2004), and we also added some questions that were modified
to fit our research focus.
Perceived Price Fairness. Participants were asked to report the level of price
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fairness by answering questions about whether the sellers on Instagram would
like to offer a discounted price online; whether they inflated the prices of the goods
in the event of the original cost of the buying them increased in market value
or the stocks of the manufacturers increased in the stock market; whether the
Instagram sellers give room for bargaining on the price, etc. Part of the construct
was adapted from (Bolton & Alba, 2006). Respondents were asked to rate 1-5, with
1 (one) being strongly disagree and 5 being strongly agree to indicate the level of
perceived fairness.
Vanity. Participants were asked about whether they agreed or disagreed with
the view that they feel more confident when they can afford buying the products
that celebrities use or endorse; and if they can afford buying the luxury items, they
felt more satisfied with their life. Part of the construct was adapted from (Park,
Rabolt & Sook Jeon, 2008). The respondents were asked to rate 1-5, with 1(one)
being strongly disagree and 5 being strongly agree to indicate the level of vanity.
Perceived Aesthetic. Aesthetics can be measured via a wide range of standards,
for instance, “clear”; “clean”; “pleasant”; “symmetrical”; “original;”; “sophisticated”
are some of the standards to check the level of aesthetics. Construct was adapted
from Lavie and Tractinsky (2004). The asked to rate 1-5, with 1 (one) being strongly
disagree and 5 being strongly agree, to indicate their level of perceived aesthetics.
Social Need. Participants were asked to indicate whether they contacted the
Instagram sellers; whether they interacted with the sellers; whether they owned
the same things that their friends wore or possessed etc. to ascertain whether their
decision to purchase products from Instagram was based on maintaining the social
connection with acquaintances and people they are normally associated with. Part
of the survey construct was adapted from (Chan & Ma., 2013). Respondents were
asked to rate 1-5, with 1 (one) being strongly disagree and 5 being strongly agree
to determine their level of social need for making the purchases.
Instagram Buying Behavior. Participants were asked to indicate whether
they had buying experience on Instagram. They were also asked to indicate how
frequently they shopped online, and what their affordable respective price ranges
were for purchases.
Results
With the aim to understand the relationship between the antecedents, the data
set were measured based on the survey with six constructs. As the measurement
scales in this study have been mostly pre-validated in the prior studies and only
a few were added newly, and also based on a strong theoretical foundation,
confirmatory factor analysis is deemed more appropriate in assessing the scale
reliability and validity. Then, a confirmatory factor analysis model with the scale
items loaded into the variables was built using the software AMOS (Analysis of
Moment Structures). The descriptive statistics in this study are presented in Tables
1 and 2 below.
Table 1 is about the respondents’ demographic information, with 43.4 % of male
and 56.6% female.
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Table 1: Respondents’ Gender Profile
Variable

Classification

Frequency

Percentage

Gender

Male

99

43.4

Female

129

56.6

		

228

Table 2 shows the experience of the respondents on the online shopping platforms.
Most of them (94.7 %) have buying experience on Instagram, and only around 5%
do not have such experience on Instagram. Over 80 % of the respondents have
2-5 times or above shopping experience online. Most of the respondents spent 100
Hong Kong Dollars (HKD) or above on the products shopped from the Instagram,
while 28.9% of them spent HKD 100-500. These are followed by 35.5% of them
spending HKD 500-HKD1000, and 28.5% spending HKD 1,000- 5000. However,
less than 1 % of them have had any experience spending HKD5000 or above4
Table 2: Respondent’s Experience on Instagram
Variables

Classification

Frequency

Percentage

Experience buying

Yes

216

94.7

on Instagram

No

12

5.3

Frequencies to

1 Time

32

14

Shop Online

2-4 Times

98

43

5 Times or above

98

43

Price range for the

100 or below

14

6.1

products trade on

(HKD)

66

28.9

Instagram

100-500

81

35.5

500-1000

65

28.5

1000-5000

2

0.9

5000 or above

Analysis of the measurement model
A range of indices were used to assess the model fit (Byrne, 2016). We adopted
five criteria to assess the model fit: a non-significant χ2, goodness of fit index (GFI),
and comparative fit index (CFI), root-mean square of approximation (RMSEA),
and Chi-square to degrees of freedom ratio (χ2/ df). Table 3 below presents the
acceptable values of these indices and their values in the measurement model.

4 One Hong Kong Dollar is approximately 0.13 US Dollars
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Table 3: Fit Indices of the Measurement Model
Model goodnessfit indices

Recommendation level
of fit

Measurement model

χ2

Not significant

Significant

GFI

> 0.90

0.898

CFI

> 0.90

0.936

X2/ df

<5

2.306

RMSEA

< 0.08

0.076

Overall, since the value of χ2/df satisfies the recommended criteria, the proposed
measurement model was considered to have a good model fit. We assessed
convergent validity of the measurement model and based on three criteria following
the recommendations of Fornell and Larker (1981) and Bacon and Bacon (2001):
the reliability of each item, the composite reliability of the measured constructs and
the average variance extracted (AVE) of the measured constructs. As shown in
Shown Table 4, all the factor loading values in the measurement model were mostly
significant except for the construct of the buying behavior. Most of the constructs
exceed the threshold value of 0.5 set by Hair, Anderson, Tatham and Black (2006),
demonstrating adequate convergent validity at the item level. Convergent validity is
considered to be appropriate when the Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability
values are at least 0.7 and AVE is at least 0.5.
Table 4: Factor Loading of Each item
Constructs

Number of Items

Item loadings

Perceived Trust

3 (PT5, PT6, PT7)

(0.87, 0.86, 0.82)

Perceived Price
Fairness

2 (PPF11, PPF12)

(0.70, 1.06)

Vanity
		

4 (V16, V17, V18,
V19)

(0.85, 0.90, 0.67,
0.86)

Perceived
Aesthetics

4 (PA24, PA25, PA26,
PA27)

(0.78, 0.62, 0.75,
0.79)

Social Need

2 (SN34, SN36)

(0.88, 0.88)

Instagram Buying
Behavior

2 (I4, I5)

(0.39, 0.73)
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As shown in Table 5, only the construct “buying behavior” is below the threshold
value. However, all the constructs except buying behavior have alpha values well
above the recommended level, indicating good internal consistency. As for the
measurement of AVE, all the constructs have AVE well above the threshold and
only buying behavior is not satisfactory. The measurement model has shown a
satisfactory convergent validity at the construct level. As for the measurement of
discriminant validity to be satisfactory, the square root of AVE for a construct should
be larger than the correlation between the construct and any other construct in the
measurement model (Fornell & Larker, 1981).
Table 5: Composite Reliability and Average Variance Extracted of the
Measured Constructs
Constructs
Composite reliability
			

Average variance
extracted

Perceived Trust

0.852

0.726

Perceived Price
Fairness

0.865

0.801

Vanity

0.851

0.679

Perceived
0.720
Aesthetics		

0.543

Social Need

0.836

0.769

Instagram Buying
Behavior

0.262

0.342

As shown in Table 6, all the constructs had the adequate discriminant validity,
and again, only buying behavior is slightly below the threshold.
Table 6: Discriminant Validity of the Measured Constructs
		
PT

PT

PPF

Vanity

PA

SN

Behavior

0.851989632					

PPF

0.538

0.895143843				

Vanity

0.271

0.18

PA

0.013

0.275

0.066

SN

0.221

0.209

0.379

0.379

0.877005

Behavior

0.378

-0.001

0.462

-0.38

0.177

0.824163			
0.736972		
0.584863
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Analysis of the Structural Model
In the structural model, the authors checked the reliability and validity at the item
and construct levels. The measured constructs and the corresponding items were
used to form a structural model. In the structural model, the value of GFI was
also slightly below the recommended level of 0.9. However, previous studies (e.g.,
Bagozzi & Yi, 1988) found that the adjusted GFI and CFI indices tend to be low
in simulation models, and thus 0.9 should be seen as a benchmark. Generally,
because the value of χ2/df satisfied the criteria and the GFI value was just slightly
below the recommended level of fit, the proposed structural model was considered
to have a satisfactory model fit.
We tested the eight aforementioned hypotheses using the data collected. Table
7 and Table 8 present a summary of the results of the SEM analysis for the model,
including standardized path coefficients, path significance and explained variance
for each dependent variable in each hypothesized link. Table 7 shows that the
structural model’s indices have met the recommendation of level fit. To show
whether the model is significant, GFI, CFI , χ2/df and RMSEA are the indicators.
They have more or less met the recommendation level, and for the model fit, it is
well under 0.08, which is 0.075 for this model.
Table 7: Fit Indices of the Structural Model
Model goodnessfit indices

Recommendation level
of fit

Measurement model

χ2

Not significant

Significant

GFI

> 0.90

0.896

CFI

> 0.90

0.935

X2/ df

<5

2.275

RMSEA

< 0.08

0.075

Table 8: Summary of Hypotheses and Testing Results
Path

Path coefficient

p-value

Support

H1 PT> BB

0.381

.025 *

Yes

H2 PT> PPF

0.539

***

Yes

H3 PPF>BB

-0.208

.082

No

H4 PA>BB

-0.417

.011 *

(Yes but with a 		

		

negative relationship)

H5 V>BB

0.442

***

Yes

H6 SN>V

0.373

***

Yes

H7 SN>BB

0.17

0.13

No

H8 PA>SN

0.326

***

Yes

Note: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
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Discussion
Perceived Trust and Vanity as Critical Factors
As reflected in our findings, our surveyed respondents who also make their
purchases on Instagram trust platforms they perceive as maintaining fair prices
for their products. They also associate themselves with, and appreciate platforms
that put high premium on the protection of consumers’ rights, as well as the
confidentiality of their personal information. Such deep level of trust translates
to their corresponding belief that the platforms are fair in the pricing of their
commodities.
Our inquiry also reveals that Instagram buying behavior is closely related to
products that can satisfy buyers’ physiological and security needs. Perhaps more
importantly, vanity is a factor that is a very strong driving force that determines the
purchases consumers make through Instagram. Most of these consumers buy gifts
for their friends and relatives, as our investigation showed that several Instagram
stores sell gifts for Valentine’s Day, Christmas, Lunar New Year, and graduations,
among others. Consumers therefore are able to browse their Instagram platforms
and choose the optimal products for themselves or their friends.
We also observed that trans-border shopping has become a booming business
for Instagram users, especially those who study abroad or live overseas who buy
“outlet products” for their friends and family who make purchases on Instagram.
These outlet products tend to be goods from established brands that offer discounts
during holidays such as Christmas and Thanksgiving week. Instagram sellers can
make a profit when they buy brand-name products during sales and resell them to
potential buyers on Instagram.
Overall, the idea of vanity purchases is profound on this cross-border buying
behavior, because consumers then to buy and own products without necessarily
paying high prices for them, and also not necessarily because they desperately
need them. Most consumers buy them primarily to boost their ego.
Perceived Aesthetics and Social Need and Vanity
Our study also found that perceived aesthetics, which is the criterion of “beauty and
art,” is one of the crucial factors driving consumers to buy products. This entails
how beautifully decorated a shop appears, how smart and clean the online platform
looks, and how glamorous the product looks to potential buyers. The combination
of these factors also become the driving force for people to buy products. Social
need operates at the social level and its satisfaction tends to become imperative
to some consumers. For instance, some people – men and women alike – find it
necessary to wear suits in the workplaces, even when such modes of dressing are
not mandatory; and some ladies also see the need to wear jewelry as a statement
of their personal style and panache. In addition, these social needs are more or
less measures to meet social expectations. Therefore, we can see from this study
that the social need is significantly correlated with vanity, as very often, people
found themselves proud and even share the vanity with members of their the social
group, that is, to show off that they could carry nice luxury products. Because they
have the social need in the workplace and friends’ gathering, they have the spaces
and contexts to showcase their belongings, which can only be referenced as a
show of vanity.
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Vanity is different from social need; social need is a cause, and then vanity
comes mostly from personal desires, when people want to show off their wealth
and social status by owing something extraordinary, and insinuating that not
everybody can easily obtain or own it. People who own such products tend to
feel proud, satisfied, and less comfortable when they also see other people with
the same products. Meeting social expectations in their circle of friends therefore
drive them to purchase vanity products. Therefore, social need might not directly
constitute buying behavior. We found a non-significant result between social need
and buying behavior but there is a tight relationship between vanity and buying
behavior. Therefore we foresee and conclude that vanity might be a mediator
or moderator between social need and buying behavior. Further studies should
explore this, by looking at social need as the starting point and a context for
stimulating the purchasing decision.
Aesthetics and Purchasing on Social Media Platforms
Previous studies have established the role of aesthetics in prompting buying
behavior (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004). At the core of what these studies determined
is that online platforms with attractive aesthetics tend to generate positive feelings
and a desire to make purchases. In the overall context and reference to the main
research questions and findings in this study, aesthetics play an important role in
trans-border Instagram or local purchasing behavior. Aesthetics not only refer to
a form of visual communication that conveys information attractively, but also to
things that facilitate a connection between social media purchasing gratification
and customer-vendor relationships.
Nevertheless, it is equally and ironically true that the prettier the products,
the more deterred and judgmental their potential consumers may turn out to be.
Therefore, it is in this regard that we found a negative relationship between the
elements of aesthetics and buying behavior in this study. Aaesthetics serve as
assets that connect people in society. So, this factor relates to social need, that is,
people in the social circle tend to pursue and admire objects of beauty in their lives.
Consequently, we see a strong relationship between social need and perceived
aesthetics. If aesthetics never existed in the market, then there will not be a social
need since everyone will have to use the same product that are designed the same
way. Therefore, perceived aesthetics could be seen as fostering social desire,
leading to everyone wishing to buy nice looking and beautifully packaged products
in the online and offline shopping platforms.

Conclusion
This study offers an important insight into how two antecedents - Vanity and
Perceived Trust - play prominent roles in boosting transactions on Instagram.
Our research informs us that consumers’ buying behavior is more influenced by
psychological factors than social expectations. Prior research mainly focused on
offline contexts. We extended this by adding relevant findings in the online context;
from the limited studies that focused mainly on social media platforms, we explored
activities online websites. This study also reinforces Trust as a strong factor of
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concern among potential customers, but with time it becomes less important when
compared to Vanity as people tend to search for and purchase glamorous goods
at a cheaper price online. This happens especially when physical and offline stores
increase their prices in response to market forces such as huge rents and other
miscellaneous costs.
Overall, we observed that with increasing advancements and developments in
technology, people tend to spend more on the online platform to buy nice, luxury
products at cheaper prices, especially as they become more confident with the
online security system. We also found that vanity, social need and perceived
aesthetics are becoming crucial factors in making purchases online. We suggest
that with time, this will become a trend in online purchasing.
Limitations
Among the limitations in this study are the following: (a) The use of a convenient
sample gathered through the snowball, non-random sampling method; (b) The
construct of Instagram buying behavior where only two questions were addressed
in the model because only both of them were designed as numerical data questions,
whereas the rest are categorical data; (c) Most of our respondents are from Hong
Kong, Zhu Hai and Macau, thereby making predictions or generalizations outside
these areas problematic; (d) This study is solely based on online purchases on
Instagram.
Although we acknowledged that these limitations raise reasonable issues, they
do not fundamentally invalidate our findings. We recommend that future research
in this genre build on the findings in this exploratory study.
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A devil’s dissection: Encouraging social change through discussing the Mexican documentary, The Devil’s Freedom on
Twitter
Gabriel Domínguez Partida
The Devil’s Freedom is a Mexican documentary that tried to raise awareness among
citizens to fight against violence in the country. This study analyzes three months
of tweets related to the film’s discussion on Twitter to identify how people react to
its message and if it provokes an informational cascade. The results suggest a
group of citizens concerned and sending signals to others to make a difference in
society; however, they urge the government to take some actions instead of doing
something by themselves. Hence, it is possible to conclude that an informational
cascade occurs on Twitter concerning the documentary; nevertheless, a herd
effect does not happen regarding the discussion of the last stage of social change:
action. In consequence, there is no repercussion outside a virtual environment.
Keywords: Informational cascades, microblogging, social movements, social
change, documentaries, Twitter.
The escalation of violence in Mexico apparently reached its peak in 2018 when
the country recorded more than 33,000 homicides in one year (Maxouris & Gallón,
2019). In response to this violence, a consequence of former President Felipe
Calderon’s declaration of war against drugs in 2006, some artists have used their
platforms, especially documentaries, to examine violence in Mexico and offer a
shared understanding of what precipitated the catastrophe and ways to prevent a
future reoccurrence.
One such artist was Everardo González, who made the documentary La
libertad del diablo [The Devil’s Freedom], portraying the violence in Mexico
through testimonies of masked people that audiences identified either as victims
or perpetrators of violence related to drug trafficking. After its participation in the
67th Berlin International Film Festival, where it won the Amnesty International
Award, the film premiered in Mexican theaters on March 18, 2018. According to the
filmmaker, The Devil’s Freedom presents an amoral vision in which the audience
can understand the victims’ and criminals’ psyches, the Mexican social fears, and
the factors that influence citizens to normalize violence in the country (Aristegui,
2018).
It is necessary to identify how The Devil’s Freedom’s message communicates
to the audience and, as a consequence, the reactions it provokes (i.e., the
informational cascades that influence the audience) due to the documentary’s
social function. Informational cascades highlight how an iterative discussion of
particular data by social media users has an impact outside a virtual environment.
For instance, some findings indicate the information’s critical role to influence
political beliefs (Velasquez, 2012), a films’ box office success (Lee, Hosanagar
& Tan, 2015), or the preferences in the consumption of products (Liu, Huang, &
Zhang, 2016). However, there are no studies about how the online informational
cascades caused by a documentary’s social message foster social change in
1 Gabriel Domínguez Partida is a doctoral student at the College of Media and Communication at
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas, United States.
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users. Hence, the main goal of this study is to assess how The Devil’s Freedom’s
informational cascades on Twitter elicit social change in users according to the
themes they discussed in that platform.
Literature Review
Films elicit debate around a message. Nowadays, it occurs mostly on social
media. Among all networks, Twitter has been considered a platform to facilitate
social change (Ray, Brown & Laybourn, 2017). This function, combined with
the documentary’s goal, can move a discussion from self-reflection to action,
depending on the informational cascades, signals that alert people to join forces to
cause a transformation.
The social function of a documentary film
A documentary differs from fiction due to its realistic interpretation of ordinary
events. Nevertheless, it also uses a narrative structure to present arguments and
persuade the audience (Niney, 2009). Grierson (2008) identifies three principles
that govern a documentary’s story: the focus on real-life details, the use of
everyday characters and their experiences as guidelines, and the spontaneity of
their actions. Because of those features, the audience perceives documentaries
as truthful in contrast to fiction, an impression that makes viewers believe that a
filmmaker could exaggerate or manipulate the information presented (Bordwell &
Thompson, 2016).
Documentaries rely on six modes of representation to configure their discourse
(Nichols, 2008): poetic, expository, participatory, observational, reflexive, and
performative. A documentary that fits in the reflexive style, as Nichols (2008)
explains, takes viewers to a state in which they become aware of their relationship
with the content, presenting a political and formal approach. While the political
approach has audiences reflecting on their existence, the formal approach
prompts them to interpret metaphors used by the director, as they interact with the
documentary. Nichols (2008) concludes that although viewers of documentaries
face a situation they recognize as modified by a filmmaker, they still believe it
is accurate. Thus, it is possible that once audiences recognize their reality, they
make a change of attitude, and act according to the documentary’s message. This
possibility is addressed by McLagan (2012), who acknowledged that, when a film
presents an issue from different perspectives, it subtly favors the filmmaker’s point
of view and suggests beliefs in the audience, thus leading them to act:
…when “audience emotions are tangible,” the filmmaking team, with the support of
its partners, “has a real opportunity to move the audience from passive to active.”
“Audience engagement” is the term used to describe when the film team attempts
to maximize this energy by suggesting specific actions…” (McLagan, 2012; p. 310).
However, it is the documentary’s high quality that arouses the audience’s interest,
facilitating a positive impact of its message materialized in a social commitment
that could bring changes in society (McLagan, 2012).
Thus, the documentary’s discursive process impacts on social groups and
individuals. The filmmakers’ role is reinforcing a documentary’s message by
providing a voice to social groups looking for a transformation of the nation’s
conditions (Vasi, Walker, Johnson, & Tan; 2015). In this scenario, the first-person
effect makes the social change happens (Lin, 2013) because, when a message
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resonates with the spectators’ beliefs, that perception moves them into promoters
of that cause. That is why a person recommends a film, supports its message, or
does social actions according to it. In the digital era, the way to see and measure
that impact is through social media.
Twitter as a tool for change
Twitter is a microblogging platform that allows users to post messages using 280
characters or less. Its most significant advantage is the convergence of different
social agents in the same community without any distinction. Each member is at a
click of distance and contributes to building this space. According to Murthy (2012),
this interaction empowers the ordinary citizen because they own and control the
mechanisms to process information and make it available.
One tweet brings a series of effects that go beyond the user’s imagination.
Its creation involves two dimensions (Marwick & Boyd, 2010). First, a conscious
one, in which users believe they are addressing their closest group. Then, an
imaginary dimension, in which tweets reach followers of those who share, like, and
comment on the original publication. As a consequence, the reach of any given tweet is
unpredictable.
Fischer and Reuber (2011) indicate that Twitter’s content has a triple effect. First,
tweets are repositories of information that preserve memory and encourage users
to evaluate their communication strategies. Second, the platform’s information
could influence other people’s beliefs. Finally, these posts foster a condensed way
to communicate. It is because of those characteristics that Twitter has become a
tool to share and present information that is meaningful to large groups of people
beyond the nearby network (Zhang, Peng, Zhang, Wang & Zhu, 2014).
From this collective activity, it is possible to study and establish a relationship
between Twitter and many social movements (Ray, Brown & Laybourn, 2017;
Lefebvre & Armstrong, 2018). This correspondence is possible because the
platform allows the expression of ideas that generates social cohesion around
issues and increases the information from a single point of view (Schroeder,
Everton & Shepherd, 2014).
In that sense, Chaudhry (2014), analyzing Saudi Arabia’s mobilizations,
recognizes Twitter’s role in promoting consciousness about the social issues experienced
by women in the country. The platform provides a virtual space to collect and facilitate the
information exchange between the diverse social actors engaged in a mobilization; Twitter
also stabilizes current protests outside the digital environment by sharing information
in real-time as studies on Occupy Wall Street, Indignados, and Aganaktismenoi
movements suggest (Theocharis, Lowe, Van Deth, & García-Albacete, 2015).
The cascades of transformation
Twitter allows users to analyze several issues, no matter how trivial they are
(Murthy, 2012). However, the information that individuals retrieve from tweets by
itself may not not influence a social change. The information is on the right path
to becoming a change when it dominates public discussion. Lohmann (1994)
illustrates this theory through the study of Leipzig’s demonstrations that led to the
fall of Berlin Wall. She explains that when a protest occurs, information becomes
an action that peers interpret as signals which alert them about the social status
of an issue and a possible change. The stronger the signals, the more willing
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individuals will be join to the cause. That increase in the number of supporters will
represent a more significant flow of information, causing a prominent informational
cascade. Hirshleifer (1994) summarizes this theory by stating that the actions of
the majority tend to influence an individual’s behavior when that person recognizes
that the current of these informational cascades increases considerably.
Informational cascades have more influence on people when individuals
experience a lack of information (Epstein, 2002). In that context, people rely on
peers’ previous actions to determine their best choice encountering an issue in
which they do not have enough data to make a judgment. Hence, explains Epstein
(2002), a herd effect occurs, and people replicate the majority’s behavior. This
effect raises the primary concern of informational cascades, the veracity of the
information used by users to make decisions as they rely on a higher flow without
evaluating its several nuances (Baltag, Christoff, Hansen, & Smets, 2013).
In this model applied to Twitter, users identify a series of signals coming from
trending topics, indicating that it is time to take an action. This phenomenon occurs
because the informational cascades can also influence the individual’s willingness
to take some form of action (Enjolras, Steen-Johnsen, & Wollebæk, 2013).
Informational cascades in social media expose users to social pressure, as they
must respond in the way their peers behave (Drezner, 2010). When the signals are
similar and come from different sources, it is impossible to react in the opposite
direction. For instance, Lee, Hosanagar, and Tan (2015) suggest that informational
cascades can determine users’ decision to watch a film depending on the amount
of recommendations that come from their peers. Liu, Huang, and Zhiang (2016)
found similar results in their analysis of e-commerce in which they highlight how
users tend to follow the behavior of the majority, renouncing their own beliefs and
privileging quantity over quality of comments. Hence, the veracity of information
is also a concern in digital environments. Velasquez (2012) found similar results
in her study of political elections: a larger volume of information in one sense
influences those who do not have a complete version of “truth.” Nevertheless, she
indicates that users tend to pay more attention to information quality in topics more
socially relevant, following cascades based on the apparent expertise of sources.
Therefore, it is crucial to recognize that informational cascades are unstable. If
an action does not occur, the awareness raised will likely die. Some of the factors
that influence this sudden death are the illogical actions of people who adhere
to the cascade stream and the presence of different goals or contradictory data
(Baltag, Christoff, Hansen, & Smets, 2013). Besides, the speed of these conflicting
messages and the competition provided by other issues dilute the power of specific
information to give more weight to other themes (Lynch, 2015). It is easy to erase
the traces of digital informational cascades when the data obtained from traditional
media is contradictory to the data available on social media. “A little bit of public
information can reverse a long-standing informational cascade that contributed to
citizen quiescence” (Drezner, 2010; p. 40).
In the digital context of informational cascades, Schroeder, Everton, and
Shepherd (2014) identify three stages through which information becomes an action:
diagnostic, reflection, and call to action. The diagnostic phase is about recognizing,
discussing, and seeking more information about a common problem. In the second
stage, individuals reflect on the issue and propose possible solutions. Finally, in the call to
action phase, people have a motivation to generate a real change. Thus, the movement
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from exchanging information from digital space to physical action is accomplished.
Research questions
The literature review suggests that documentaries and Twitter are tools that can
lead to social change. This outcome is possible if the documentary’s message
generates an echo in social media, creating an informational cascade fed by a
single point of view. Hence, RQ 1 is framed as follows: What topics are discussed
on Twitter regarding the documentary, The Devil’s Freedom?
Schroeder, Everton, and Shepherd (2014) point out that social change starts as
a consequence of activities in both diagnostic and reflective stages. Thus, RQ2
expressly asks: Do the tweets about The Devil’s Freedom invite users to act
against violence in Mexico?
Method
This research presents a qualitative thematic analysis of tweets regarding the
discussion on the documentary The Devil’s Freedom. The thematic analysis allows
for “systematically identifying, organizing, offering insight into patterns of meaning
(themes) across a data set” (Braun, & Clarke, 2012; p. 57) and understanding
users’ motivations in their communication (Branthwaite & Patterson, 2011). The
use of this method facilitates the identification of topics related to specific social
contexts and illuminating the culture’s collective meaning of these themes. In the
context of this study, it offers an opportunity to break down the social media debate
concerning the film’s message and identify its thematic units. Some studies (Lee,
DeCamp, Dredze, Chisolm & Berger, 2014, Gaspar, Pedro, Panagiotopoulos &
Seibt, 2015, Neilson, 2016) have used this method to find information on social
media and provide a classification of tweets.
Data Selection
The Devil’s Freedom does not have an official account on Twitter. Hence, the
hashtag “#LaLibertadDelDiablo” provided a way to identify tweets related to the film.
This study used Twitter’s search engine to retrieve tweets with the aforementioned
hashtag, yielding posts from the project’s first reference on the platform from 2016
to 2019. The analysis centered on publications from March 1, 2018, the film’s
premiere’s month in Mexican cinemas, until June 30, 2018, the Ariel Awards
ceremony month, where the film received the Best Documentary Film Award. In
this period, the production company released the documentary in Mexico.
The search retrieved a total of 816 tweets from the press, specialized critic
websites, cinema industry, movie theater chains, and personal accounts. All
the accounts’ names were removed because the analysis focused only on the
text. Tweets with duplicate information, either by integrating similar concepts or
retweets, were omitted to focus only on the single thematic units. Giraldo-Luque,
Fernández-García, and Pérez-Arce (2018) explain how it is possible to use a tweet
as an information unit since it implicitly involves a theme that governs its structure.
The final classified sample consisted of 600 tweets without redundancies.
Data Analysis
The coding and analysis of the tweets were done manually following Boyatzis’s
(1998) inductive approach using the data obtained to determine, through
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subsamples, the thematic patterns about the documentary’s discussion. The
benefit of this form of analysis is to establish themes according to their similarities.
The method of thematic analysis creates a relationship between the users and
their context because “a word or coding category may occur more frequently in
the speech of one person or group of people than another” (Vaismoradi, Turunen
& Bondas, 2013; p.401). According to these authors, researchers identify topics in
fields where there are no previous analysis to rely on and formulate an exploratory
approach because of this method. Hence, the analysis centers on the description
of the themes concerning the three phases that Schroeder, Everton, and Shepherd
(2014) identify to promote a social change.
After coding, reviewing, and classifying topics, four dominant themes emerged
from the classification. A second analysis was made to identify the sub-themes once
the tweets were in groups. A sub-classification arose from this examination. The
first codification was made in Spanish, and then translated by the lead researcher
with proficiency in English. Accuracy in translation was further authenticated with
the assistance of a university professor, a native English speaker, with proficiency
in Spanish.
Results
Four main topics prevailed on Twitter’s discussion: uncritical mentions (i.e.,
showtimes or production facts), the documentary’s nominations and awards,
press’s, and users’ tweets (i.e., reviews, trailers), and reactions to the film’s plot.
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Table 1: Classification of categories and mentions
Category

Sub-category

Main objective

Na

Ariel Awards
Information or congratulations for
		
nominations or triumphs.
68
Film’s		
nominations Golden
Information or congratulations for the
and awards Trailers
nomination or triumph.
7
Awards
					
Anticipation
A clear interest of intention to see the
		
documentary
32
Social
Reflectionb
		
Reaction to
the film
Encouraging
		

Thoughts expressed about the reality
of the country and the documentary’s
message.

141

Exhort to others to watch the
documentary

120

Evaluation
		
		

Give some values or information
about the film’s features from
individuals.

46

Informative
		
Press
mentions
Descriptive
		

Links to documentary’s interviews
or critiques.

68

Links to documentary’s interviews or
critiques referencing the film’s synopsis.

10

Evaluative
		
		

Links to documentary’s interviews or
critiques expressing an evaluative
opinion of it.

40

Directives to earn free tickets

20

General information reference about
the documentary.

48

Contests
Uncritical		
mentions		

Note. The table is a cluster of the topics that were mentioned in the discussion of the
documentary on Twitter. Uncritical mentions did not present sub-categories to report.
aThe number of tweets are expressed with the letter n.
bThe sub-issues within the Social Reflection sub-theme are not included. These
are only mentioned during the analysis in the paper.
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Uncritical mentions
The uncritical mentions of the documentary recorded the smallest number of
tweets (8%), referring mostly to the film’s showtimes in different venues: Cineteca
Nacional, Cinépolis, and Cinemex. The film’s premiere dominated the discussion
with 24 tweets. Among them, only eight tweets mentioned a specific exhibition’s
date. The event with more mentions was the multi premiere of the Ariel nominees
in the Cineteca Nacional. Lastly, just three tweets referenced the film’s plot using
the terms “victim,” “drug trafficking,” and “fear.”
Film’s nominations and awards
In this period, The Devil’s Freedom competed in two award ceremonies, the 19th
Golden Trailers Awards (May) and the 60th Ariel Awards (June). This category
clusters tweets that mentioned the documentary’s participation in both events
without providing an evaluation of the film’s content or quality. It represented 12.5%
of the sample.
The constant theme in the Golden Trailers Awards’ tweets was congratulating
the filmmaker, Everardo González. They focused on The Devil’s Freedom’s
nomination and its subsequent triumph as Best Foreign Documentary Trailer.
Users discussed two topics when referring to the Ariel award: nominations and
victory. Tweets concerning the documentary’s nomination informed the audience
about the ceremony and the film’s achievements without any context of the
plot. Similarly, those that mentioned the film as the winner of the Best Feature
Documentary Award did not specify the film’s synopsis or its message.
Press mentions
The press material (i.e., reviews, interviews) consisted of 138 tweets – 23% of
the sample – presented them in four different sub-categories: informative (49%),
appraising (29%), promotional contests (15%), and descriptive (7%).
The informative tweets referred to the documentary’s title and the film’s director
explicitly or through the use of the hashtag #EverardoGonzalez or his official
account (@elver_gonzalez). Some of them addressed the film’s premiere or
the Ariel Awards ceremony. Only four tweets indicated the film’s message in an
allegorical way without giving specific plot details.
The press tweets that provided an appraisal always did it in a positive tone.
Some of the descriptive words used to qualify the documentary include “excellent,”
“reflective,” “shocking,” “recommendable,” “heartbreaking,” and “transcendental.”
The information in those tweets also included an invitation to Mexicans to compare
the nation’s situation and its constant threat of violence with the documentary.
However, some tweets only highlighted the film’s importance without making an
explicit reference to its message or the reasons for watching it.
The press mentions also included tweets that invited the users to participate in
contests to win tickets for the film’s premiere.
In the descriptive sub-category, the tweets provided links to reviews addressing
the adverse situation in Mexico, the violence, drug trafficking, and the victims and
criminals, without making judgments about those issues.
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Reaction to the film
This category was the most extensive cluster of tweets, representing 56.5% of the
sample. The themes presented were related to the users’ anticipation to watch The
Devil’s Freedom, the evaluation of the documentary, an invitation to other users
to see it, and thoughts about its message in the current Mexican context. In this
last section, five themes dominated the discussion: A denouncement of Mexico’s
situation, a despairing vision of Mexico, the awareness of the country’s reality, a
call to action, and hope for a change.
Anticipation
The complaint of users to movie theaters for not presenting The Devil’s Freedom in
their cities dominated the discussion in this category. Some of the comments were:
“@Cinepolis do you already know when you will have #LaLibertaddelDiablo of @
elever_gonzalez in #Oaxaca? If you lack from venues, without a problem, you can
remove #TodoMal, because it is already available in a pirate copy on YouTube.”
Other topics were questions about places to watch the film or its schedules. None
of the comments mentioned its plot. Only Four tweets indicated the social message
in a general way, and one of them placed the issue in Mexico.
Evaluation
In this sub-theme some tweets thanked Everardo Gonzalez for the film and its
message. They also mentioned violence and stressed the documentary’s social
function as a testimony of Mexico’s reality.
Encouraging
These tweets urged the audience to watch the documentary, addressing the
violent Mexican context, the film’s premiere, or its permanence in the exhibition
theaters. Tweets that indicated the problems of Mexico and Mexicans referred to
the violence, the war against drug trafficking, the hitmen, the missing people, and
the historical wounds.
Social reflection
In this category, 141 tweets expressed thoughts about The Devil’s Freedom’s
message. They critiqued the current situation of Mexico and some of its
consequences. This category presents five groups: the despairing vision of
Mexico’s reality, the awareness of this situation, the denouncement of what is
happening in the nation, a call to action, and the hope for a change.
Tweets that referred to violence discussed it as a concern that afflicts not only
Mexican society but also the world. Some users urged their compatriots to proffer
solutions to the violence, while others mentioned the victims or the criminals, with
some thoughts about them. The war against drug trafficking and narco-violence,
and organized crime, were mentioned as the issues that have the most significant
impact in the country. The tweets also discussed the presidential candidates in the
July 2018 election and their stand on the violence. Security issues also came up,
and most of them related the film with Ayotzinapa and the 43 missing students in
the country, as well as corruption, and the role of former President Felipe Calderon
in generating Mexico’s unstable political environment.
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Discussion
A social change in Mexico could be possible because of the severity of the
violence people experience in the nation. In that context, The Devil’s Freedom
becomes most instructive and relevant. The documentary has the potential to
awaken a proactive reflection of the tragedy in Mexico among its audience. As
McLagan (2012) suggests, if the audience engages and recognizes themselves in
a documentary’s message, then they will find reasons to act against the problems
portrayed. Therefore, there is an expectation that the documentary’s discussion on
Twitter would elicit issues and emotions that promote social actions and change.
As previous research on social issues on digital platforms suggest, Twitter is
capable of generating cohesion, raising awareness, and pressuring diverse agents
to change policies or conditions in the country (Sandoval-Almazan, & Gil-Garcia,
2013). This outcome will align with the intentions of the first research question on
the themes discussed on Twitter concerning The Devil’s Freedom.
Of the four significant points of discussion on Twitter, only one is relevant
to this analysis. Tweets classified as uncritical mentions indicated the film’s
premiere and the different movie theaters where the audience could watch the
documentary. However, they minimized the documentary’s impact by inserting
it among other releases. For example, a bundle of movies nominated for the
Ariel Award dominated a considerable part of the discussion. Here is a sample:
“#RumboAlAriel the @CinetecaMexico and the @AcademiaCineMx have
this incredible Multipremier to enjoy the nominees for Best Film at #Ariel60 @
Batallasintimas #LaLibertadDelDiablo # LaRegiónSalvaje @SuenoOtroIdioma
#TiempoCompartido.” These tweets emphasized the exhibition of Mexican cinema
without addressing the films’ messages or plots, missing the opportunity of inviting
viewers to watch The Devil’s Freedom more effectively.
A similar situation occurred with tweets that referred to the film’s awards and
nominations. They mentioned The Devil’s Freedom and other nominees in
different categories, giving even greater importance to the other movies. Again,
a sample: “Hey @AcademiaCineMx, why did you not nominate #Vuelven in the
Best Film category for the #Ariel60? I celebrate seeing #SueñoEnOtroIdioma
and #LaLibertadDelDiablo but omitting Vuelven is inexcusable;” “I have not seen
#LaLibertadDelDiablo, but I would have loved #ElMaízEnTiempoDeGuerra to win.”
The tweets in this category also ignored the message, thus making it unlikely for
people unaware of the documentary to be interested in watching it.
The core of the third topic were tweets posted by news outlets or Mexican
film critics, called press mentions. Like the two previous categories, most of the
tweets did not emphasize the importance of the social matter addressed in the
documentary. Even when some of the tweets had a favorable opinion about the
movie, they made no compelling arguments for people to watch it. They only had
general and vague statements such as: “It is #LaLibertadDelDiablo by Everardo
González; a psychological documentary that penetrates in the minds of the
protagonists of violence in our country;” “#LaLibertadDelDiablo takes us into
the dark world of violent death at the hands of another human being. Relive the
nightmares of those who inhabit the losses and those who caused them.” Due to
this ambiguity, users needed reading between the lines and relying on previous
knowledge to understand certain elements not stated clearly in the discussion,
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such as the film’s national base (Mexico) or the contextual implications.
It is only on the fourth theme – Reaction to the film – that the tweets fulfilled their
expected functions regarding social impact. Most of the sampled tweets fall into this
category. This observation is pertinent because one of the important informational
cascades’ assumptions is that when a higher flow exists on the cascade, more
individuals may join the cause (Hirshleifer, 1994). Consequently, the presence
of a significant number of tweets on the audience’s reaction to the documentary
suggests high audience engagement with the film’s message. This can generate a
positive effect on the spectators to demand or make a social change because an
informational cascade is present on Twitter (Enjolras, Steen-Johnsen, & Wollebæk,
2013).
This cascade leads to the second research question about the function of The
Devil’s Freedom’s tweets to invite users to act against violence in Mexico. In
this regard, it is vital to consider the three stages for social change (Schroeder,
Everton, and Shepherd, 2014) and determine their relevance in this discussion.
This study highlights four sub-themes to achieve that goal: the anticipation of
watching The Devil’s Freedom, evaluation, encouraging others to see the film,
and social reflection.
Social change does not necessarily occur even when the first three subcategories promote an action. With regard to the anticipation of watching The
Devil’s Freedom, only two tweets emphasized the film’s message. Users mainly
ignored the content but expressed their desire to view it. This sub-theme sought
to provoke a dialogue between users about watching the documentary. Here is an
example of this sub-theme: I want to watch #LaLibertadDelDiablo documentary by
@elever_gonzalez a lot, but I do not know if I dare to see something like this. Has
anyone seen it?”
The evaluative tweets encouraged a discussion about the documentary’s
qualities. Users judged and emphasized certain features in the documentary
with adjectives such as “hard,” “necessary,” and “splendid.” These arguments
indicated the importance of the documentary but lacked any self-reflection about
the message.
The third sub-theme, the encouraging tweets, invited users to identify Mexico’s
social problems in the documentary. For instance: “#HazPatria and watch the
documentary #LaLibertadDelDiablo from @elever_gonzalez hear why it is
essential to understand what happens in our country and how we have become
accustomed to insecurity and violence;” “EVERYONE MUST WATCH IT... It’s an
excellent way to understand better the country in which we live and why many of
the things that happen occur.” However, even when these tweets highlighted the
importance of the documentary’s message, they did not suggest actions to combat
the violence.
Social reflection, the fourth sub-theme, suggests the existence of users
concerned about the violence in Mexico who propose concrete actions against it.
Schroeder, Everton, and Shepherd (2014) indicate that people in this sub-theme
go through diagnostic and self-reflective phases prior to a call to action.
In the self-reflective process, some tweets presented a despairing vision
of Mexico’s reality focused on terror and anguish experienced by the viewers
when they realized that the film, far from proposing a solution, only addressed
the problem. Hence, users identified symptoms of the Mexican predicament with
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statements such as: “We are a society that has pushed them to that,” “We have
normalized violence,” or “It left me with a broken heart, as broken as I think Mexico
is.” This group of tweets identified violence and drug trafficking as the cause of
social decomposition and addressed specific culprits according to the users’ point
of view. In this regard, the majority of mentions indicted former President Felipe
Calderón as partly responsible for the crisis. One of them said: “Harsh as @
FelipeCalderon in his six-year term: impunity on the big screen again, the victims
and victimizers of the narco homologated behind a mask that any of us in this
country could use.” However, identifying culprits or symptoms does not necessarily
generate concrete actions. At best, they only create awareness.
A fraction of tweets within the social reflection theme pertains to the last phase
identified by Schroeder, Everton, and Shepherd (2014) in which citizens propose
concrete actions to cause social change. Since this period coincided with Mexico’s
presidential election, the tweets urged the presidential candidates to take action
on the violence in the nation. Some of them said: “Candidates for the presidency:
Instead of leaving to Germany to make the campaign, better go to the movies
and watch #LaLibertadDelDiablo,” “They are speaking to you @RicardoAnayaC
@lopezobrador_ @JoseAMeadeK #LaLibertadDelDiablo,” “It makes clear
the ENORMOUS debt of justice that the next government has with millions of
Mexicans victims of violence and enforced disappearance.” Some other tweets left
an open invitation to other users to do something to solve the problems of Mexico:
“At what point did we go so far? At what time did the person in front of us stop
caring? #LaLibertadDelDiablo let’s take off the mask and see and cry and start
doing something, that we are sending ourselves to shit;” “The day we manage to
recognize and discuss our reality we will be a country with better leaders. Let’s
open our eyes; let’s stop avoiding looking at injustice and pain. Mexico needs us.”
Interestingly, tweets that invited other users or presidential candidates to
act did not refer to the authors of these calls. This fact reinforces Lin’s (2013)
argument concerning the presence of the first-person effect on users who
discuss a documentary’s message after watching it. Thus, individuals that posted
these tweets recognized themselves as people aware of the nation’s need for
change and as facilitators of the conditions to make those changes possible. As
a consequence of this perception, they demanded others to act. In this category,
a small group of users discusses the documentary as a motivator for Mexicans to
work as a community and promote better conditions for their country. One such
tweet said: “to fix what is exposed in #Lalibertaddeldiablo we need the collaboration
of the executive power, the judiciary, and the citizenry.” Although relatively small in
number, this outspoken group led the discussion from self-reflection about the film
to demanding some collective action to curb the violence.
This discussion extends previous research of Twitter as a tool for social change
(Chaudhry, 2014; Theocharis, Lowe, Van Deth, & García-Albacete, 2015) in the
context of a documentary. It reinforces other studies that contend that Twitter
facilitates raising awareness of citizens about social issues, turning them into
people more receptive and supportive of points of view that seek social change.
Nevertheless, fostering a social reflection does not mean a tangible transformation
in the conditions of the country, but an opportunity to discuss openly strategies that
could lead to a change. According to Velasquez (2012), discussions on a current
social issue on tweeter impact its users and show a rational and effective use of
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the platform, but perhaps with no concrete offline herd effect.
Conclusion
This study analyzed the role of informational cascades generated by a documentary
to foster social change in a digital environment. Borum Chattoo and Feldman
(2017) indicate that a documentary is a cathartic artistic manifestation and a way
to call to action. Hence, it will be possible to identify if the discussion of The Devil’s
Freedom on Twitter provides some possible solutions to drug-related violence in
Mexico.
Nevertheless, the results suggest a tendency that, regardless of Mexico’s social
crisis and its constant exposure in the media, citizens have not brought this issue
to a thoughtful discussion that encourages change. Still, a small group of users
that, supported by the documentary’s message, developed a series of strategies
that should become a constant in social media. The informational cascade of The
Devil’s Freedom debate on Twitter suggests that users are getting involved in the
second phase of social change, raising awareness about the problem. If this stage
continues to be fostered by other documentaries or similar messages, it could
create social change conditions.
In the digital age, the link between social media and media content that makes
social problems visible, such as documentaries, would allow the users to “share
similar messaging and distribution strategies to build a broad coalition of workingclass people” (Canella, 2017; p. 25).
A six-year presidential term ended on December 1, 2018. Another began
with the promise of change and developing a strategy that could stop Mexico’s
decadence (Phillips, 2018). Perhaps the difference depends on citizens working
together to create lasting change that could expand throughout society instead of
the promises of transformation made by a new government.
Limitations and suggestions for future research
This study has a few limitations. It did not explore ways tweeter users interact in
the platform; neither did it consider discussions on this issue of violence in Mexico
on other social media platforms. Future studies in this genre should investigate
these issues. Finally, it is noteworthy that documentaries do not get easy and
widespread commercial release and success in Mexico. This factor may have
limited the impact of the message in The Devil’s Freedom, as well as the expected
debate it was envisaged to generate.
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SPECIAL SECTION
Teaching in an era of Covid-19 pandemic:
Personal experiences around the globe
In Beijing we thought online teaching would be for a few weeks
Tao Fu1
China was the first to be hardest hit by the novel coronavirus in January 2020,
so we had to be the first to respond to the unexpected change in both curriculum
and delivery system in education. Fortunately, the onset of the pandemic came
during winter break. Consequently, we were able to have a couple of weeks to get
technologically and psychologically ready and set up for online teaching before
our spring semester officially kicked off in late February. Faculties screened the
platforms for delivery and sought professional advice from prominent Chinese
Internet companies such as Tencent. Online surveys were immediately conducted
to understand potential access difficulties students could potentially face.
At that time only few of us anticipated that this teaching mode would likely last
till the semester’s end in late June. Like my colleagues, I thought online education
would just be expedient for a few weeks before we could resume in-person class
sessions. So, some of us chose to use Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)
to give students the flexibility for self-learning and addressed their questions through
social media chats. However, when the local, then regional epidemic escalated into a
global pandemic, we realized that those temporary teaching plans should be adjusted to
cope with a semester-long scenario. Personally, I first adopted Kingsoft Docs, a Google
Docs-like office service, which enabled me to share syllabus, reading materials, and
teaching notes with students. Students uploaded their writings and other assignments
there for me to grade online. The audio conference function was used for instruction,
but the downside was that we could not see one another. There was also a time lag
when students spoke. So, we later switched to Zoom to get rid of these handicaps and
for instantaneous communication and interactivities.
My students seemed to have gone through adaptations as well. At the earlier
stage, their frustrations came from having to deal with different applications as
professors handpicked platforms for their own classes. University wide, there
might have been ten or even more of those platforms in use. Teaching styles also
varied. Some professors live streamed at Tencent Meeting where students could
also view the recorded lecture out of class hours. Some professors found it helpful
to simply group-chat via texts, pictures, and videos with students
In other less engaging classes, students found themselves checking their
smartphones more frequently than necessary. Their primary concerns were mainly
technological, such as unstable and limited Internet connections as they had to
share the apartment with parents working from home and a sibling taking an online
class simultaneously. Some students had left their laptops in the dormitories, in the
expectation that they would return to campus shortly after the Chinese New Year.
1 Tao Fu is an Associate Professor at the University of International Business and Economics (UIBE),
Beijing, China.
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They ended up taking classes and working on assignments on their smartphones
and/or tablet.
One of the results of using smartphones was that some students took online
classes in their bedrooms, where the homey and cozy setting blurred the boundary
between relaxation and work. But overall, most students agreed that the online
mode was acceptable as it helped save commuting time and provided the flexibility
for them to attend class no matter where they were or what else they were doing.
For those introverted, they typed in the chatbox to respond and participate instead
of speaking out. More importantly, they could enjoy the company of family and
homemade food.
If, like public health experts such as Dr. Anthony Fauci predicted, we may see
a resurgence of Covid-19 in the upcoming winter, educators may consider the
following to ensure better delivery and students’ engagement:
(a) Enter into a contract with an Internet company. This way, there will be an
exclusive platform for instructors and students. Extensive platforms are not
user-friendly to students, or to administrators either, should quality control be
a concern.
(b) Use video conference if possible. Nearly all my students chose to have their
cameras shut during Zoom class out of various concerns. Some were shy
and cared about how they looked like. Some worried their toddler siblings
might disturb the class. Meanwhile, they also acknowledged that without
making eye contacts with other students and getting their responses, they
lost the chance for peer learning. Although I had my camera on, I still felt
incapacitated like speaking into the void. A video conference provides the
“stage” we need to communicate with our audience for verbal as well as nonverbal communications.
(c) Capitalize on emails to communicate with students. What I learned from my
students is the effectiveness of one-on-one communication through e-mails,
WeChat, China’s Facebook, all of which helped me establish good rapport
with students, as well as strengthen their commitment to the class.
(d) Try not to overwhelm students with extra workload. Be aware that students
need to take all classes in front of the screen. For their assignments, they will
have to stare at the screen to read, write, or watch, too. They need to reduce
screen time and engage with family, friends, and communities for company
and support. This also calls for instructors to be creative and considerate when
assessing students’ performance.
(e) Encourage students’ self-discipline. Self-discipline is more important in an
online education setting, including leaving phones in another room to avoid
distraction, good time management, and punctuality.
Virtual delivery is not new. Coronavirus pandemic has simply catalyzed its massive
adoption and transformed it to be, basically, the only modality we could turn to. As at
the middle of May 2020, 4.6 million Covid-19 cases were reported globally, with 310,000
fatalities, by the Johns Hopkins University (USA) coronavirus tracker. The best for us to
do, as educators, would be to offer students support as we navigate through uncertainties
ahead and disseminate knowledge to our students.
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Coping with course delivery in Singapore
Augustine Pang2
It was like swimming against the tide. Slowly but surely, as Covid-19 began to
engulf the world, the inevitability of having to transit to online teaching loomed
closer by the day.
Singapore, where I am based, had been lauded internationally for its “gold
standard” on managing the virus. It developed a system of detecting threat levels,
known as Disease Outbreak Response System Condition (DORSCON). The
setting of threat levels – green, yellow, orange, and red – depends on the current
disease condition in other countries, how transmissible the disease is, how likely
the disease will arrive in Singapore, and what impact it will have on Singapore
(“What do the different DORCON levels mean”, 2020). When Covid-19 was still at
its infancy at the beginning of the year, the threat level was yellow, meaning the
disease was severe and it was spreading outside of Singapore but domestically, it
was regarded as mild and under control. Schools and universities remained open
and we could conduct our classes as we normally would. Even after DORSCON
was raised to orange (meaning the disease was severe and it spread from person
to person but had not spread widely domestically) on Feb 7, as people raided
grocery stores in panic buys of food and yes, toilet papers, we could still teach as
we normally would, while taking precautions.
When the threat became more severe by the end of March, we were told we had
to go online. By then, I had completed teaching my master’s course face-to-face
and edging towards the completion of undergraduate teaching. For the remaining
classes, I used Webex. I had learned to use it earlier but had conveniently parked
it in the recesses of my mind for a rainy day. The rainy day had suddenly turned
into a thunderstorm. For a neophyte, it was not difficult to use, particularly when I
had the help of a teaching assistant.
What was more heart-wrenching, however, was addressing my graduate
students’ feedback as they transit to online learning. I direct an MSc program. Two
weeks after they started a new course taught by a colleague, teaching had to go
online. The students, all working adults, found it challenging to utilize a new tool of
learning while managing full-time jobs; jobs which also brought forth challenges of
their own. It was not for want of trying. The professor was a solid and passionate
teacher, and the students were smart and yearning to learn. It was just the medium
of instruction that was not conducive. I provided additional teaching support so
that the students could avail themselves of more tutorial help. The professor put
in extra hours, over and beyond the call of duty. While they understood and did
their best to accommodate going online, the irony was that despite the advances
in technology and the dexterity in which we use it, many still learned best face-toface. This sentiment seemed universal. In a Financial Times article, MBA students
in top business schools complained that online teaching had reduced their learning
experiences (Moules, 2020). In another article, CNN reported how an Indian
student who paid US$68,000 to do her MBA at Cambridge had to complete her
studies in India using zoom (Ziady, 2020).
2 Augustine Pang is a Professor of Communication Management (Practice), Singapore Management
University, Singapore
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I will rejoice the day when we can conduct classes face-to-face again. There
is a certain air of anticipation before one enters the classroom, an excitement
generated by being in the classroom, a collective energy derived from interacting in
the classroom. We feed off one another in the classroom. The classroom provides
that safe space for learning, a sanctuary where the youngest and oldest, students
and professors alike, can find their intellectual curiosities challenged and satiated.
As a professor, I teach – and learn – better in the classroom than outside of it.
If the Covid-19 global crisis showed me anything about teaching, it would be
that the classroom, as we know it, will be transformed. The transformation will
likely be in the form of harnessing greater use of technology. Where I am at, the
approach seems to be towards blended teaching, where parts are taught in person
while other parts are taught online. That would mean availing ourselves of the
videoconferencing tools we have and more that will emerge in the market.
The word “crisis” comes from the Greek word krisis which was used as a medical
term by Hippocrates to describe the turning point in a disease, as well as from
another Greek word, krinein, which means to decide (Seeger, Sellnow, & Ulmer,
2003). Crisis, in Chinese, has two characters. It is, on one hand, a threat, but on
the other hand, an opportunity. How we seize this opportunity as educators could
determine how succeeding generations of students learn.
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Online learning or emergency remote teaching?
Lessons from Kuwait
Mohamed A. Satti3
The COVID-19 global pandemic has forced many colleges and universities to
shut their doors and move their operations online. This has created considerable
logistical challenges to these institutions, particularly those that did not have an
online system in place. The university where I teach offered no online classes,
and when authorities made the decision to shut down educational institutions in
the country, everyone was left in limbo. Alternative means to deliver lessons to
students had to be enacted and there was the realization that a long-term solution
had to be found.
E-Learning
Two weeks after the enforced shut down, all faculty were asked to undergo training
on WebEx and Zoom – apps that allow groups to meet virtually. In addition,
supplementary training was undertaken on Moodle, the online platform that was
already available but not used by every faculty member. The only obstacle was
that the authorities were skeptical about sanctioning online education in a country
with no previous experience to fall back upon. This hesitation on the part of the
authorities was understandable since no precedent existed.
Eventually, permission was granted for online education to proceed, and in midApril the e-Learning system was rolled out. For an institution to move from traditional
to online education in a matter of six weeks was a momentous challenge. To my
knowledge, this was the first time online education took place in Kuwait. This was
an exciting step. It was also unprecedented.
Just before the roll out, students were given two options: register for online
classes, or wait till August and return to campus to resume spring semester (the
assumption here is that by August the epidemic will be over and normal service
will be resumed). Since this is an ongoing process, official numbers are still not
available, but indications are that most students opted to register for the e-Learning
initiative.
Challenges and Lessons Learned
Several challenges stood in our way. Chief among them was that online education
has never been tried in Kuwait, so we had to proceed with extreme caution. Another
challenge for faculty had to do with the difficulty of working from home, especially if
one has children. So much has been written about setting clear boundaries when
working from home and the challenges that it brings.
For me, the main challenge is the overwhelming amount of time spent on the
computer. On a typical day, there is an endless flood of student emails that must be
answered. Clearly, students miss the face-to-face interaction and perhaps some
might feel lost, hence the need to send one email after another. Add lectures,
meetings, prep work and grading and the number of hours spent behind the
computer is significantly more that it was a few months ago.
3 Mohamed Satti is an Assistant Professor, Department of Communication & Media, American
University of Kuwait, Kuwait
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Of particular interest is that students in this part of the world tend to turn off their
cameras during our virtual class meetings. When asked, some say they feel more
comfortable that way. Perhaps the conservative culture plays a part and students
feel no need to ‘invite’ prying eyes into their personal space. But in general,
students have been accepting the online learning and attendance numbers are
healthy. Participation levels however have dropped off from what they used to be in
a traditional classroom environment. A challenge has therefore been to encourage
a greater level of participation from students who have their cameras turned off.
Another challenge has to do with assessment measures. Education authorities
have made it clear that no exams are to be administered. As faculty, we had to
devise other forms of assessment such as research papers and online discussion
forums, among others. This has resulted in significant time spent grading student
assignments, thus adding to time spent in front of the computer screen.
One question to ask however is whether this constitutes online learning or
emergency remote teaching (ERT). Hodges et al (2020) noted that ERT occurs
during an emergency and involves temporarily moving face-to-face instruction to
online platforms. The objective is not to recreate a vigorous learning environment,
but to deliver instruction that fulfills the basic learning outcomes. It seems clear
that what many universities are undertaking at this juncture is ERT – a temporary
measure during exceptional circumstances, with everyone waiting for the lockdown
to end and for things to return to normal.
Whether it is online learning, e-Learning or emergency remote teaching, it should
be accepted as the way forward by both faculty and students. This is an initiative
that should have been undertaken years ago although it took a global pandemic
for it to finally takeoff.
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Life in a Smartphone: The Ukrainian education experience
Katerina Sirinyok-Dolgaryova4
Spring 2020 will definitely appear in history books all over the globe. To paraphrase
an old expression, life will not be the same after Covid-19. Indeed, this is true for
the academic world. Being forced to adopt to the changes so fast and dramatically,
both teachers and students have their own paths towards what is called ‘distance
education’.
In Ukraine, the whole concept of distance learning is relatively new. For about
5-6 years, there has been growing attention to self-education via massive open
online courses (MOOC) even though their success rates are relatively low (Murray,
2019). However, classic higher education followed the trend slowly. Vast majority
of Ukrainian HEIs still do not offer online courses for credit. Instead, the old Soviet
form of education called “extramural studies” is still active (used by about 20% of
the country’s students). According to this system, a student’s academic year is
divided into face-to-fate learning phase (two or three sessions of 2-3 weeks each)
and individual distant learning phase (the rest of the year). So, in recent years
Ukrainian universities adopted distant learning platforms of studying for working
predominantly with extramural students. Until Covid-19 came.
My university, like many other HEIs in the country, uses the content management
system Moodle for organizing distance learning. Since March 2020, when all
educational processes moved online, it has been the base for teaching and
interacting with students. It is very convenient because all learning materials are
already in the system. In ZNU, all instructors were required to develop the online
materials and online assessments (e.g. quizzes and tests) for students of the
extramural form of study way before the quarantine started. We were lucky enough
to have most of the learning aids (lectures, presentations, assignments etc.) in the
Moodle, so transition to distant education was rather smooth. However, technical
and methodological challenges soon appeared. To overcome them, the university
provided teachers with webinars, training, and consultations on using Moodle
more profoundly: about organizing e-grading, creating a variety of formative and
summative assessments, using different tools for presenting course content. In
addition, ZNU administration negotiated with Coursera and other MOOC platforms
about open access to their courses for both teachers and students. Many of them
used this opportunity for professional development, for instance, and earned
certificates in methodology of online teaching.
Other obstacles came into place as well. The first weeks of quarantine showed
very low attendance rates within the CMS Moodle. There were many reasons for
that due to quarantine circumstances: stress and anxiety on the part of teachers
and students, changes to normal schedule of life, and psychological tension.
Everyone needed to adjust to the new reality. Many students returned home
because of the campus lockdown. Some of them did not have trouble-proof Internet
connections at home (especially in rural areas of Ukraine) or even PCs/laptops –
only smartphones. That was why my life as a teacher moved into a smartphone.
4 Katerina Sirinyok-Dolgaryova is an Associate Professor and Vice Dean (International Affairs),
Department of Journalism, Zaporizhzhia National University, Ukraine
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Majority of my students successfully work on Moodle platform. Yet, some of them
still are not comfortable with the Moodle and ask for personal advising via e-mail
and instant messaging. To facilitate reaching the students, I created a messaging
group in almost all my classes (Facebook, Facebook, Telegram and Viber are
the most popular). In addition, we have group video sessions from time to time.
Widely used are Zoom, Skype, Viber, and Microsoft Teams video conferencing. My
colleagues and I also use Google class and other Google instruments of collective
work. Therefore, I feel like all my life 24/7 is in the phone now – alarms about
meetings and classes, private messages, tons of emails…
On top of this, it is important to mention that we teach from homes, which in
itself is a challenge for working parents like me. Homeschooling with two kids
on quarantine, keeping a household, and teaching is quite an experience, which
allowed me to come up with some important inferences. First, remote work requires
strict discipline – time for family, work, and rest should be separated (however, it
seems to be the biggest struggle). Second, distant learning does not mean more
assignments for students. Student surveys ZNU held recently show that the main
complaint by students is the enormous amount of studying they have received
during their quarantine.
For now, the Ukrainian government prepares citizens for life under social
distancing until at least September 2020. The Ministry of Education and Science
has already announced that massive face-to-face lectures will not be possible
and urged universities to restructure their plans for 2020-2021 academic year
accordingly. That means that everything which can be moved online, will be there
from now on – small group discussions, virtual projects, advising etc.
We will see how that works out. Indeed, life will not be the same again.
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Reading non-verbal cues:
The missing link in online teaching in Australia
Marianne D. Sison5
The Australian academic year starts in March so the COVID-19 pandemic was
top of mind for many Australian universities. Situated in the Asia-Pacific region
with campuses and partners in Vietnam, Singapore and China, RMIT University
is located in the Melbourne CBD in the state of Victoria. While our undergraduate
public relations program is not designed for online delivery, we have been using
Canvas as our learning management system.
Before the semester started, my colleagues agreed to record their lectures as a
precautionary measure. While other universities delayed their semester start, our
University proceeded with campus activities on schedule. By Week 3, the Victoria
Premier declared a state emergency. Our program team immediately decided to
transition all lectures and tutorials to online mode in a week’s time. During that
week, while the campus was still open, my team deliberated between Zoom and
the university standard Collaborate Ultra (CU) for our platforms. We eventually
used CU for expediency and immediately organized training for full time and
sessional academics by week’s end. On Week 4, all staff were required to work
from home and to move all teaching to online. However, unlike other universities
which paused for a week to prepare for online transition, our classes continued in
full swing. Fortunately, my colleagues had already ‘played’ with CU the week before
the shutdown. In the absence of specific guidance, we explored both synchronous
and asynchronous modes based on academics’ experience and comfort levels in
the digital platforms.
The next few weeks saw us operate on adrenalin as we learned the features and
functionalities of CU, while teaching and remaining true to the curriculum. During
this time, we noted students required increased pastoral care, and academics’
stress levels peaked. International students needed to decide whether to stay in
Melbourne or return to their home countries while uncertain about their ability to
access online learning.
Both teachers and students reported various issues around home-based work
and learning environments, such as Internet connectivity, limited data, dated
laptops, shared or lack of dedicated work/study spaces, and family responsibilities.
Other concerns were about finances, health and general well-being. Working from
home meant colleagues had to set up their teaching ‘work spaces’, manage homeschooling responsibilities and shared spaces with partners also working from
home.
By the time we settled to the ‘new normal’, it was Week 6 and we were scheduled
for our mid-semester Easter break.
Students reported ‘enjoying’ the online environment and appreciated their
teachers’ efforts in managing the rapid transition to online teaching. However,
students’ responses varied around the ‘synchronous’ and ‘asynchronous’
approaches. Some students liked ‘attending’ the live lectures and others did not.
5 Marianne D. Sison is a Senior Lecturer and Program Manager, RMIT University, Melbourne,
Australia.
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They reported ‘liking’ the breakout groups, which is a feature in CU, as these
allowed them to work in smaller groups. Some students however reported concern
about group assignments and group work. In particular, first year students lamented
that three weeks on campus did not enable them to form friendship groups. Given
that many of our final assessments required group presentations that will now be
online, we advised them to prepare contingency plans in case connectivity issues
arise.
Teachers, including myself, however identified the following challenges of online
teaching:
• Increased preparation: Preparation time for both synchronous and
asynchronous lectures have undoubtedly doubled. Recorded lectures for
instance require another layer of ‘production’ in addition to the preparation of
content. Real time online lectures also needed to be reconfigured to enable
the teacher to pause for questions and solicit comments in between explaining
concepts, as well as integrate contingency plans in case of connectivity issues.
• Increased pastoral care: The disruption caused anxiety among students
which resulted in numerous individual emails to teachers requesting for almost
personalized tuition, instead of using the Discussion Board.
• Impact on interactive lectures: I delivered two guest lectures—one where
I pre-recorded the lecture, and another delivered live. As I normally deliver
interactive lectures, I tried to replicate the same dynamic in the online mode.
Obviously, the recorded lecture did not provide any interactivity compared with
the synchronous one where students reacted and asked questions verbally or
via the chat window. Unfortunately, unlike Zoom, we could not see the students’
faces and so I was practically speaking to the screen. Students did not turn on
their cameras for various reasons such as having limited data (on their mobile
phones), limited bandwidths, or because they simply were not asked to. We did
not want to disadvantage students with limited access/connectivity so we just
spoke to ‘faceless’ students, which I found rather disconcerting.
As communication scholars and educators, we are acutely aware of the need for
verbal and non-verbal cues for effective communication. Online teaching reduces
the opportunity to ‘read the room’ when students do not turn on their cameras.
So we do not know who is listening, if they are multi-tasking, or whose brows
might be furrowed because there is something they don’t understand. On-camera
participation allows for ‘eyeballing’ which may replicate some interpersonal
engagement. However, ‘seeing’ students as squares or icons generate a different
dynamic. While some platforms allow students to raise their hand if they have a
question or comment, the opportunity for Q&A is often delayed and limited.
I noted that the difference in my energy levels during my synchronous and
asynchronous lectures. In the classroom, I not only deliver my lecture in a
standing position, I also walk around the room, oftentimes going closer to students
to generate a more interactive dynamic. As Lahey (2016) wrote, education is
performance art. Delivering, reading, talking to material sitting down, in front of a
screen, reduced my energy level and restricted my ability to perform and engage
with students in an active learning manner.
Admittedly, my perspective is colored by my limited experience in online
teaching. While online lectures, through flipped classrooms, may be the way of
the future, I maintain the view that communication education (vs training) requires
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more than ‘professionally produced’ delivery of online material. Integral to two-way
communication is the ability to see people’s facial expressions, posture, and to
listen to the intonation of their voice as they argue, comment or critically question
a particular idea.
As someone who has adapted from analogue to digital over the years, I
remain open to learning new technologies. But for me, interpersonal, face-to-face
communication provides more meaningful engagement. And that view applies to
my preferred approach to communication education.
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Course delivery in a Zimbabwean university
Bhekinkosi Jakobe Ncube6
The advent of the coronavirus pandemic and the subsequent lockdown measures
that various countries have come up with, have tremendously affected university
education. The face-to-face lecturing and tutorial method that have always shaped
university education came under threat due to social distancing measures and
calls for people to stay at home to avoid infections. This new way of living (social
distancing and wearing of masks in public places), has therefore necessitated a
new way of delivering lecturers. With face-to-face tuition now impossible, online
learning has emerged as the only option. Below I detail how I have tried to
incorporate online learning into the new method of delivering lectures.
Personally, I have been fusing face-to-face teaching with online learning for the
past five years. I have been using online learning platforms like Sakai especially
for assessments and availing reading materials to students. This has been easy
because students had access to the university Internet and also to free Internet
hotspots in town. Even then some students could not afford to access material
online, so they had to rely on others with electronic gadgets that can access
Internet to download materials for them.
But with lockdown making it impossible for students to be at the university,
Internet access has become an issue. Another issue has been that we have never
imagined or anticipated that we will have to exclusively teach online. Therefore,
we had to prepare materials and tailor-make them for online learning. This has not
been easy because we were used to PowerPoint presentations where we put down
points and we then explain them to students. But with online learning, we have to
create modules that are self-explanatory so that students can understand. Online
learning is not exactly the same as face-to-face tutoring as the packaged notes
must have clear objectives, lesson outcomes, and activities at the end. Preparing
this in a short period of time has been hectic and difficult at times as most of us are
not trained distance learning lecturers.
As already indicated, I have been using the Sakai online learning platform for
some years. This is the university’s e-learning platform and only registered students
can access it. However, the lockdown in Zimbabwe came into effect before all
students were registered for in the system. As a result, the university suggested
that we use Google classroom and also Zoom for interactive sessions. Therefore,
I use Google classroom for announcements, group chats and assignments. Zoom
is also available for video interactive sessions. However, at times I resorted to
using WhatsApp. Although one needs Internet to access WhatsApp, it has
proven to be easily accessible than other platforms. This is because most mobile
network providers have special rates for WhatsApp data. The platform also offers
opportunities for sending feedback to students.
To understand students’ response to the new learning system, it is important
to note that Zimbabwe’s economy was already on the downturn before the
coronavirus pandemic. Prices of basic goods were exorbitant, and unemployment
6 Bhekinkosi Jakobe Ncube is a lecturer in the Department of Journalism & Media Studies at the
National University of Science & Technology (NUST), Zimbabwe
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was widespread. Most university students are from poor households and their
families are struggling to make ends meet. As a result, few students can afford to
purchase mobile Internet data at the expense of food. This has resulted in many
students, through their various student representative bodies, rejecting the online
teaching. Their argument is that it is unaffordable, elitist and impractical. Students
also cite the lack of access to electricity to about 40 percent of their colleagues.
They also argue that the online learning platform is beyond the reach of many
due to the expensive mobile data tariffs and might also marginalize those with
outstanding fees who cannot access university online facilities. As a result, online
learning in Zimbabwean universities has not been a success so far as few students
participate in it; students’ response rate to the new system is poor.
What lessons have we learned? First, it is important for our universities to train
their staff on online learning methods, especially on online lecture delivery systems
and assessments. This will make it easy for the transition and will prepare lecturers
for the future, not just how to cope with the on-going Covid-19 pandemic. Another
lesson learned is that the digital divide is real and if ignored, university education
will only become the preserve of the rich.
The pedagogical experiences I wish to share with professional colleagues include
the fact that it is much easier to teach theoretical courses online than practical
courses. This is precisely because with theoretical courses there are few to no
demonstrations to accompany the lecture. But with video interactive platforms like
Zoom, one can also teach the practical courses. However, everything will depend
on students having access to the Internet, especially in poor, developing nations.
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Lecturing challenges and opportunities in Turkey
Didem Buhari-Gulmez7
Given my academic experience in the UK where I trained and taught International
Relations, I have sought to make all of my lectures at my present university in
Turkey “interactive”, “student-led” sessions where I am a “facilitator” of class
debates based on handouts, audiovisual materials and role-playing simulations
I created over the years. Students learn “by doing” and that mostly include “roleplaying” and “peer-to-peer teaching.” Each weekly lecture lasts 150 minutes and
students have to pass a mid-term exam at Week 7 and write an essay of 3,000
words to be submitted in week 14. I particularly enjoy simulations as they allow
students to think in a creative and theory-informed way about current, real-world
problems such as Catalan national self-determination and foreign policy-making in
times of crisis.
That was the situation when, suddenly, we were faced with the Coronavirus and
its impact on higher education.
The Covid-19 pandemic has interrupted all face-to-face lectures in Turkey. The
country’s Higher Education Council decided to make all lectures online until the
end of the term. Having just returned from a study trip to the Turkish Parliament
and Foreign Ministry in the capital city Ankara, I had little time to redesign the
remaining 8 weeks of course materials as online lectures. My department chose
asynchronous video communication – 45 minutes for each lecture per week –
in order to minimize the effects of technical problems and course overlaps on
students. So, every week, I had to record 180 minutes of lectures in total for my four
courses. Fortunately, I had already set up a Whatsapp group for each course on
Week 1, through which I regularly communicated with my students and answered
their questions. Unfortunately, 45 minutes is too short for any meaningful online
simulation. Instead, I focused on the preparation of PowerPoint slides with up-todate examples, visual materials and weblinks to demonstrate the multiplicity of
scholarly views on the debates raised during the lecture.
While the new format hardly allows for an interactive student-led performance,
it has motivated me to update my lectures based on the new developments and
emerging literature, such as the new debates on Green Theory and human-nature
relationships. I also changed the midterm exam requirement for graduate students
taking my theory class and asked them to submit four 1000-words film analyses
based on the theories introduced each week. They found it an innovative way to
apply theories and I am planning to compile an edited volume that will include their
essays.
Some of my colleagues who used synchronous video communication complained
that some students were “faking attendance” by connecting through their computers
while in fact they were not “there”. They also said that some “dominant students”
interrupted their lectures too frequently. Hence, the main challenge for lecturers
seemed to develop the technological-pedagogical skills to “empower” all students
in online platforms, taking into account the diversity of personalities and learning styles.
7 Didem Buhari-Gulmez is an Associate Professor, Department of International Relations, Izmir
Katip Celebi University, Turkey
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From a Global South perspective, I wish to raise another issue: The varying
social, cultural, political and economic conditions that lead to different ways of
“connecting” to online teaching platforms in different parts of the world. Both
lecturers and students faced a “new” and “strange” learning context driven by
an impersonal, de-territorialized, and technology-based (inter)action that risked
being tagged as “dangerous” by some governments interested in monitoring what
transpired on the Internet in their countries. This is particularly relevant in an era
that is defined by the global rise of authoritarianism.
However, on the flip side, the new technologies of communication may also
become the “emancipatory” platforms that allow for the “universalization” of
knowledge, and sharing ideas that were once considered out-of-bounds for study
or discussions by official censors.
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Coronavirus changed teaching and learning in Malaysia
Ihediwa Samuel Chibundu8
Malaysia recorded its first confirmed cases of coronavirus infection on 25th January
2020. The cases involved three individuals connected to a 66-year-old man who
had earlier been confirmed by Singapore Health authorities to have tested positive
for the virus. Its spread marked Malaysia as the second worst-infected country in
South-east Asia, with 6855 confirmed cases by mid-May.
In response to the spread, the Malaysian government introduced what it called
the “Movement Control Order” on 16th March 2020. The order stated that from the
18th to the 31st March 2020, there would be no movement in the country except
for people on essential services. The country was further put under lockdown until
June 9, 2020. And with the restrictions, the education system in the country turned
to online learning as a remedy.
In adapting teaching to the demands of the new era, it is important to state that
institutions of higher learning in Malaysia are designed for physical, face-to-face
teaching and learning, from the program structures and support facilities to their
teaching capacity. Even some approved distance learning courses require faceto-face tutorial credit hours. Again, a majority of the teaching staff depends on the
university’s facilities for the bulk of their teaching aids.
On a personal level, transiting from the traditional physical classroom to the
virtual world was not easy. This is because prior to the pandemic, our knowledge
and proficiency in online teaching were limited, simply because the need for such
system of education was never there in our journalism program and most of the
programs in our university. However, things have improved as most of us have
adapted to the new reality. Due to the flexibility given to faculty, we can meet with
students through other online teaching platforms such as Microsoft teams, Zoom,
Google class, and Whatsapp among others.
Another area of concern was students’ assessment. The pandemic occurred
about four weeks before the beginning of examination. Examination questions
and marking rubrics had already been submitted and vetted, but all that changed
automatically. It was a struggle trying to adjust to the new reality of converting
physical examination to online assessment.
On the part of students, online learning was also new to most of them, just as
most lecturers were new to it. In this regard, the Covid-19 pandemic presented
lots of challenges to the students, making them to express mixed feelings towards
this new mode of teaching. Though they appreciated the luxury of studying from
home as this gave them some flexibility, they noted that they were not prepared
for the shift to online. To some students, poor Internet connectivity affected their
participation in the Microsoft team classes. However, the videos uploaded by
lecturers provided enough information to help them make sense of the classes. 		
One student in my Feature Writing class said this:
I can replay the video whenever I like. When it comes to assignment
submission, I prefer to do it via email because I don’t have to spend a lot
of money on printing. I can wake up whenever I like before classes start.
8 Ihediwa Samuel Chibundu is an Assistant Professor, Department of Journalism, Universiti Tunku
Abdul Rahman (UTAR), Malaysia
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The only downside is that I have started to feel lazier. Going to classes indirectly
forces me to get up and stay awake, so I was more awake in physical classes.
Also, video presentations are pretty troublesome, because sending the file to
the lecturer either takes up a lot of data or slows down the Internet speed.
Students also expressed concern about the efficiency and accountability of
online testing and assessment. They were of the view that this may affect their
overall grades, particularly those in their final semester. To allay this fear, Datuk
Parmjit Singh, president of the Malaysian Association of Private Colleges and
Universities (MAPCU), told the local New Straits Times newspaper on April 20,
2020 that students should not assume and treat alternative assessments as being
easier. He noted that the Higher Education Ministry and Malaysian Quality Agency
had issued guidelines for the alternative assessments and emphasized that each
alternative assessment approach was designed to ensure that students achieved
the learning outcomes in their subjects and course. In addition, all assessments
must be approved by the university senate.
Covid-19 created fear, panic, anxiety, and isolation in our university community.
These stem from the rising number of people infected with the virus. One of the
lessons I have learned so far is the need for educators to be prepared, as well as
being open to embrace innovative ideas. I have also learned that online teaching is
the future. Besides, in times of crisis, teaching and learning alone are not enough.
It is more of a time to build a sense of community and human contact through
remote learning.
What pedagogical experience has this era of online teaching brought? For me,
the entire exercise so far could be seen as e-learning intensified. Students can
now learn more independently, and lectures are summarized to be delivered within
15 minutes. Where does this leave the students? Regardless of the benefits, my
opinion is that blended (hybrid) learning is much better.
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Remote delivery was both surreal and
essential in Tennessee, USA
Christine C. Eschenfelder9
Empty. No circling the parking lot for a spot on this day. Only a few cars in the
lot next to the building where I teach multimedia journalism at Middle Tennessee
State University (MTSU) in the United States. Just weeks ago, the building and
campus were buzzing with activity. I remember the last class I taught in person: A
small group of students and I were outside with cameras practicing videography
skills. The skills classes I teach require hands-on training and a lot of interaction.
The news came to us while our students were on their scheduled spring break.
Faculty were notified that spring break would be extended by one week in order
for us to prepare our classes for remote instructional delivery. It was surreal. It
was essential. I wanted to give my students the most robust learning experience
possible during this unprecedented event. I was also concerned about their
physical, emotional, and mental well-being.
Immediately, I sent a brief survey to my students to confirm they had Internet
access and a computer. Without these tools, completing assignments would be
challenging. Staff in our college made arrangements to provide students with a
temporary free license to use the Adobe Creative Cloud from their various locations
for video and audio editing. Remote access to another software program one of
my classes needed proved to be a bit frustrating. It worked for some but not all. I
exchanged many emails about the problem but ultimately came up with alternative
methods for some students to complete projects.
Several tools were essential in my transition to online delivery including the
existing D2L, the learning management system we use at MTSU. I recorded video
messages for my students using free OBS software, put the videos on YouTube,
and posted the private links to the videos on class D2L pages. I learned about
OBS from my teenage son. Many gamers use it to record themselves playing
video games to post on YouTube. A gamer I am not, but OBS was easy to learn.
In the first video, I walked students through the revised syllabus and offered words
of support and encouragement. I posted several more video and audio recordings
on D2L. Using OBS, I narrated lectures and detailed instructions on assignments
while simultaneously showing the companion PowerPoint presentations on screen.
I also posted how-to videos covering video editing, using smartphones to record
video and audio, and best practices for using Skype and Zoom. My students could
not come to campus to check out cameras and they couldn’t go out in public to
interview people. So, they conducted interviews virtually. In an assignment for one
class, students used computer webcams to record themselves. They adapted
quickly and demonstrated resourcefulness and creativity.
Many of our students aspire to work in television news or sports. A television
news executive with whom I am acquainted reached out offering to put on a virtual
job fair to give students career advice and resumé critiques. The executive, along
with a colleague and I, conducted a Zoom video conference in early April for more
9 Christine C. Eschenfelder is an Assistant Professor in the School of Journalism and Strategic
Media, Middle Tennessee State University, USA
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than a dozen students. It was so nice to see their faces. I think the feeling was
mutual.
Early on, I sent a good amount of emails and text messages to my students
individually. I did not want to over-communicate, but I wanted to ensure they were
clear on due dates and continued to engage with their teacher. Many wrote me
back right away. Some said they were feeling a lack of motivation or sadness.
Some felt overwhelmed. I made sure to send them contact information for our
university’s online mental health counselors. I believe mental health is an element
of the COVID-19 crisis that cannot be overlooked, for students and for faculty.
I felt a sense of community with other faculty and staff from the start of our
COVID-19 adjustment. I am fortunate to work with a group of creative and
congenial people. We came together to support one another, offered resources,
and maintained unity via video conferencing and social media. Faculty support also
came right away from administrators and outside organizations. In a Zoom video
version of an academic conference I had planned to attend in person, broadcast
journalism faculty from around the world offered tips, tools, and fellowship. I
believe that in helping each other, faculty were able to create a much more robust
experience for our students.
Now I look forward to the fall semester when our students will return to campus.
We will of course follow strict safety guidelines and adapt as needed. I will be
delighted to see my students again and to see this vibrant campus come back to
life. This strange spring underscores for me the importance of education regardless
of discipline; critical and abstract thinking, creativity, and resourcefulness are
invaluable tools in an ever-changing and often unpredictable world.
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Book Review

Global Radio: From Shortwave to Streaming (2019)
Shaheed Nick Mohammed
Lexington Books. ISBN: 978-1498594950

In Global Radio: From Shortwave to Streaming, Shaheed Nick Mohammed
provides an ambitious survey of about 100 years of radio broadcasting in about
170 pages. As the title suggests, the book’s central theme is the evolution of radio
as a medium that crosses political boundaries, for purposes from the ideological to
the hegemonic, from the benign to the malignant.
At times, this broad survey of global radio seemed a bit disjointed, especially
as jumping from place to place also meant jumping back and forth in time.
Nonetheless, the variety of examples from around the globe provides a fascinating
set of case studies.
Broadly speaking, the book first traces the history of radio as novelty and then
commercial powerhouse in the United States as well as becoming a way to
express culture, information, and propaganda beyond national borders. Then the
author spends several chapters discussing the rise of radio intended for global
reach, specifically radio from Great Britain, France, Germany, and Italy, which
were variously concerned with projecting hegemonic power into colonial areas, or
in the case of the latter two countries spreading pro-fascist propaganda around the
globe in the early 20th century.
The history and role of the United States in radio and global radio dominates
about the first third of the book. At first this seemed surprising given the title of
the book, but the author used this set-up as both a logical historical starting point
due to the early advances in the medium in the US and as a basis for comparison
and contrast for other systems from the Caribbean to Europe, Africa, and Asia. At
the risk of extending a Western-centric perspective on global media, the approach
Mohammed took developed into a logical narrative with payoffs in later chapters.
Global Radio also spends a couple of chapters discussing post-WWII and preand post-colonial radio broadcasting in Africa, the Caribbean, and India, following
roughly the same pattern as the discussion about radio in the United States,
but with very different details from country to country. These relatively concise
summaries of each country worked quite well to highlight both the commonalities
and differences from place to place, as well as the promise and pitfalls presented
by radio.
After discussing these various national systems and efforts to intentionally reach
out via radio to citizens of other countries, the real payoff comes in the last couple
of chapters. Mohammed uses this historical context to contextualize the changes
to radio and global broadcasting in the age of the Internet. By doing so, the author
raises interesting points about how and in what circumstances we consider radio
today as playing to that global audience (or not), acknowledging that most stations
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have a theoretically potential global reach via the Internet.
One real gem in this book is the eighth chapter, “Global Dimensions of Hate
on the Radio.” By tracing this kind of content from the anti-Semitic and pro-Nazi
broadcasts of Father Coughlin in the early 20th century to the neo-Nazi podcasts
and online radio of the early 21st century, Mohammed pulls together many of the
threads of his book to offer ways to understand current incarnations of crossnational hate speech. In so doing, he also underscores the relevancy and value of
this line of inquiry.
Overall, this book works best as a survey of the topic and introduces the reader
to literally dozens of areas which could (and sometimes do) fill entire books on
their own. As a historical survey, it is useful for researchers and teachers of media
globalization, history of radio or broadcasting, local radio around the globe, or the
way radio has been and is used to spread propaganda and hate speech, as well
as the more socially positive uses of radio including news, music, culture, and
information.
Global Radio: From Shortwave to Streaming was reviewed by Shawn
Harmsen (Ph.D.) Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa – USA
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ICD: International Communication Division (AEJMC)
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climate and environment, health, refugees and migrations, women, children and other
underrepresented minorities and indigenous communities. Research on all forms of media
platforms are also welcome.
Submission Guidelines
All manuscripts submitted to the International Communication Research Journal must be
original and exclusive to the journal. Authors should avoid sending manuscripts submitted
to ICRJ to other publications until they get a decision from the editor. Manuscripts sent to
the editor shall be blind-reviewed.
1. Authors shall use this online link to submit their manuscripts: https://icrj.pub/
for-authors-editors/author-log-in/
2. All manuscripts and accompanying files shall be sent as word documents.
3. Each manuscript shall not exceed 7,000 words (inclusive of references, tables,
abstracts, figures, appendices). Authors are advised to be mindful of this word
limit. Figures should be put in separate files and may attract some cost to author(s) if not in black and white. Each table should be placed on a separate page
after the references.
4. Manuscripts shall be in double-spaced text, using the 12-point font size.
5. Each manuscript shall have an abstract of 100 words, with up to seven keywords
in the appropriate space provided in the journal’s online submission system.
6. Authors should limit or avoid the use of footnotes and endnotes in their manuscripts.
7. For style, in-text citations and references, authors should use the 6th or the latest
American Psychological Association (APA) style edition (see https://apastyle.apa.org/).
8. All author identification should be removed from the main document and other
files, excluding the title page/file.
9. The title page shall include basic information about the author(s), including
academic rank and position, professional or institutional affiliation, contact
information, and a very brief biography (not more than 10-20 words, e.g. Corrine
Hakeem is an associate professor in the School of Journalism, State University,
Swaziland). Authors should also indicate whether or not their manuscript(s) was
funded, and provide information about the funding agency.
10. Authors are responsible for obtaining and providing copyright permissions for work
previously published in any form and reproduced in the submitted manuscript.
11. Authors should also be aware of issues related to plagiarism before submitting
their manuscripts.
12. Decisions on submitted manuscripts will be made within three months.
13. All inquiries should be addressed to: ICRJ.Editor@gmail.com
Book Reviews
ICRJ welcomes book reviews. Please keep your reviews at 400-500 words (doublespaced). E-mail the Book Reviews Editor in advance with your book review plans to avoid
duplications. We encourage the review of communication books published outside the
United States and books written in languages other than English. Our Book Reviews Editor
is: Dr. Zhaoxi (Josie) Liu (zliu@trinity.edu).
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